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This dissertation proposes an automated land-use zoning system based on
the context of an urban scene. Automated zoning is an important step
toward improving object extraction in an urban scene. Object extraction
from aerial imagery is important for numerous environmental and socio-
economic decision making applications.
Traditional object classication systems rely solely on sensory measure-
ments (colour, texture, and shape of pixels or pixel regions) to generate a
description of a scene. These systems are limited by the available sensory
content. Human visual perception relies to a large extent on an external
contextual understanding. This understanding is used to interpret a scene
based on image content.
If land-use (context) can be recognized in an urban scene, an external
contextual land-use model can be used to improve object classication re-
sults. For instance, for a scene classied as industrial, typical industrial
scene parameters can be used to constrain and improve the description of
the scene.
In this dissertation urban context is characterized by analyzing training
images of dierent land-use types in an aerial image dataset of the greater
Cape Town region. A set of high-level features (e.g. building density, road-
building distance etc) is measured o manually labeled building and road
objects in these images. Through multivariate statistical visualization tests
it is shown that dierent land-use scenes can be discriminated based solely
on the high-level feature set. This demonstrates the eectiveness of features
of this type in characterizing urban context. A feature selection routine is
then used to obtain an optimum subset of high-level features that causes
maximum discrimination of land-use classes. This feature subset can be
regarded as a denition of context, or a 'scene descriptor'.
The proposed automated zoning routine works by segmenting and classi-
fying land-use regions. Initially, bottom-up object classication is performed.
Road block regions are then extracted from incomplete road data using a
novel technique. These block regions are then classied to a land-use based
on high-level features of the bottom-up data.
To test the eectiveness of the automated zoning routine, experiments











Town region. The block extraction results show a clear separation of land-
use regions. This demonstrates the eectiveness of the block extraction rou-
tine in segmenting land-use regions. Blocks were classied to a land-use
based on four high-level features. Classication accuracies of over 75% were
achieved. The result shows that a recognition of context can be achieved
through incomplete bottom-up results. This is an encouraging result within
the framework of image understanding. These bottom-up results can then
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Because of the increased pace of urbanization in recent years, the automated
mapping of the urban environment has become a topical research subject.
Numerous environmental and socio-economic decision making applications
benet from automated urban mapping, such as urban sprawl analysis, trans-
portation infrastructure management, and architectural evaluation. The var-
ious output forms can include thematic maps, digital data les amenable to
inclusion in a GIS, and more recently 3D city models. Remote sensing ob-
servation data in the form of aerial or space-borne imagery has traditionally
been the main data source for automated urban mapping. Photographic
imagery is attractive because it is rich in content, i.e., it contains geometric
as well as colour and texture information about objects. The generation of
an urban map from an aerial image requires a discrimination and extraction
of relevant objects, e.g. buildings, trees and roads, in the image. This is
referred to as 'image classication'.
Image classication is an extensively researched subject spanning numer-
ous scientic elds. Classic image classication methods work by associat-
ing each image pixel with an object class based on the spectral properties
of that pixel. With advances in sensor technology in the last two decades
high spatial resolution imagery has become readily available, resulting in ob-
jects of interest being signicantly larger than individual pixels. Researchers
soon discovered that introducing a spatial awareness of neighbouring pixels
into a classication system can greatly improve its performance. A modern
trend is to classify groups of neighbouring homogeneous pixels, as opposed
to individual pixels, to avoid mis-classication of individual pixels. This is
known as Object Based Image Analysis (OBIA) (Benz et al., 2004; Aplin
and Smith, 2008; Blaschke, 2009). In addition to spectral properties, shape
and texture measurements of the pixel groups have been shown to be eec-











scenes where typical man-made urban objects are often similar in colour
but more robustly characterised by shape and texture. For example, roads
and buildings my have a similar colour but roads in general have a longer
length-to-width ratio.
1.2 Problem Statment
The performance of both the former 'pixel-based' and the later 'object-based'
image classication techniques is inherently limited by the total amount of
available sensory content, whether it be colour, shape or texture. Many
dierent object types in urban scenes can be similar in shape and colour
(e.g. road and pavement), and thus even with object-based techniques, mis-
classication of regions is possible.
Human visual perception relies to a large extent on a recognition of con-
text. Sensory information is used to build gradually and select from a inter-
nal repertoire of 'perceptual hypotheses' (Gregory, 1970). When extracting
buildings in a scene, for instance, a human interpreter will not solely look at
the colour of individual pixels in an image, or even the shape and texture of
individual buildings. His building detection decisions will be heavily inu-
enced by a recognition that the scene is e.g. a middle-class residential urban
scene in Cape Town, South Africa. The interpreter has a pre-built pattern
of what this scene should look like before he interprets the image. He then
utilizes this model to obtain the most likely description of the scene based
on the image content. There has been research in emulating this contextual
understanding to improve automatic image classication, especially for ap-
plications such as content-based image retrieval and multimedia applications,
and to a lesser extent remote sensing.
This methodology has been widely referred to as 'image understanding'.
In the case of an urban scene, urban context relates to the design of an
urban scene. Contextual information may include planning specications,
spatial characteristics of the major urban objects in a particular land use
area, building and road types, etc. It has been shown that the systematic
inclusion of contextual information improves automated urban mapping re-
sults by providing contextual hypotheses and constraints in the mapping
process (Porway et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2008).
1.3 Previous Work
Well established techniques exist for pixel based (see e.g. Richards and
Jia, 2005) and region-based (see e.g. Blaschke, 2009) remote sensing image
classication. Although research on remote remote sensing (aerial) Image
Understanding (IU) systems has been scarce, the rst aerial IU system can











publication the authors present a general framework for aerial IU. The major
concept of this framework is that a complete and idealized description of
the input scene is constructed, even if it is partially depicted by the initial
observed image features. This idealized description is induced by constraints
of a contextual model. A contextual model is a template for what a scene
should look like.
In more detail, a two step bottom-up, top-down analysis is performed.
Standard image classication techniques are solely bottom-up (i.e. an un-
known pixel / region is classied based on absolute sensory measurements
of that pixel / region). An IU system uses bottom-up results (which are in-
complete) to choose one of a predened set of contextual models. This can
be referred to as 'scene-matching'. In a top-down phase the chosen contex-
tual model is used to improve the initial bottom-up results. This is done by
matching / testing bottom-up results against the contextual model. Through
the constraints / parameter ranges imposed by the contextual model, prun-
ing and instantiation can take place. Pruning means to delete objects that
are inconsistent with the model. Instantiation means to create a new object
if it is required to ll a gap in the model. The goal is to reach a nal scene
description that causes as much consistency with the contextual model as
possible. The contextual model complements missing but necessary infor-
mation. Thus an IU system is designed to produce high quality nal results
albeit with poor quality bottom-up results.
More recently developed aerial IU systems are loosely based on this
framework. Aksoy et al. (2003) presents a method for constructing con-
textual models for large scale scene prototypes (e.g. tree covered islands,
residential areas with coastline etc). The intended application is content-
based image retrieval but parallels can be drawn for urban scene analysis.
Their contextual model consists of a set of spatial relations, some of them be-
ing fuzzy. The authors present a scene-matching routine, where bottom-up
features are compared to scene prototype features in a Bayesian framework,
and an appropriate prototype chosen.
Liu et al. (2008) similarly denes a set of spatial relations that are useful
in constructing a contextual model. The authors present a case study where
it is shown that the inclusion of a few of these spatial relation features
improves the extraction of car objects from a high resolution image of an
urban scene, using OBIA techniques.
Porway et al. (2008) denes a contextual model as a hierarchical model
of an urban scene. The model starts at scene level (the entire scene). Scene
level decomposes into groups of objects, such as blocks of buildings or rows of
cars. Object groups decompose into single objects, such as a building, which
decomposes further into parts and primitives. This hierarchical model helps
capture objects, as well as the dierent characteristics of the scene, at varying
scales. To learn this model, sample urban scene images were hand-labeled.











sured o each image to train their contextual model. In a top-down analysis,
the bottom-up results are improved in an Markov Random Field (see section
4.2.1) framework. Experimental results show a signicant improvement in
bottom-up results after implementation of the top-down phase.
An issue with the IU systems in (Liu et al., 2008; Porway et al., 2008)
is that a contextual model for only one scene type is dened. Urban scenes
while similar are signicantly dierent due to land-use planning policies.
There are signicant structural dierences between e.g. Central Business
District (CBD), low cost housing development, industrial etc. A general-
ized contextual model requires a characterization of dierent land-use types.
Before performing top-down analysis, appropriate land-use context must be
chosen through scene-matching. In other words, automated land-use classi-
cation is required for a full urban aerial IU system.
A study related to South African urban context was done in (Busgeeth
et al., 2008). A hierarchical, rule-based land-use classication typology is
proposed. Quickbird imagery of the Soweto region in South Africa was ana-
lyzed. Informal settlements were distinguished from formal settlements based
on the following high-level features: average building size, building size vari-
ety, formalized / informalized street pattern, and tarred / gravel roads. These
features were, however, manually extracted from the imagery. For automa-
tion purposes, formalized / informalized street pattern, for instance, needs
to be dened. Furthermore, only four features were used based on expert
knowledge. Ideally, from all possible discriminatory features, an optimum
subset needs to be established that causes greatest land-use separation.
In a second study in (Busgeeth et al., 2008), an automated land-use
classication system is proposed. To train the classier, sample scenes of
image tiles 120m by 120m are generated from regions of known land-use.
Local binary pattern features are automatically extracted from these regions
and used to train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) (see section 3.3 for
SVM theory). The classier works by moving a 120m by 120m window over
the input image to produce an overlapping set of tiles, where each tile is
classied using the trained SVM. Through experimentation on the Soweto
dataset, the classier was able to separate built-up from non built-up areas,
as well as formal from informal. This system is based on features directly
extracted from raw imagery. Another option is to perform scene-matching
using features extracted from classied image objects. This technique is
considered closer to human visual perception, as it captures the important
properties of individual objects (Jing et al., 2003). Content-based image
retrieval studies such as (Aksoy et al., 2003; Ren et al., 2002; Rathi and
Majumdar, 2002; Hernandez-Gracidas and Sucar, 2007) have shown eective
recognition of scene types based on object properties as well as the spatial
relationships between objects. For a system of this type applied to land-
use classication, a segmentation and classication of land-use regions is











Figure 1.1: Land-use segmentation and classication based on image objects.
1) Bottom-up object classication is performed. 2) Land-use segmentation is
performed based on object features. 3) Land-use classication is performed
based on object features.
1.4 Research Objectives
Because of socio-economic, cultural, architectural and planning dierences,
urban scenes while similar are not the same. Consistencies do, however, exist
in urban scenes of the same land-use type.
The objective of this thesis is to characterise urban land-use context for
the purpose of automated zoning (land-use detection) from aerial imagery.
'Context' refers to the spatial relationships of predominant urban objects, or
the general geometric structure of a scene. In this thesis the the term 'high-
level features' refers to contextual scene measurements. Examples of high-
level features are average road-building distance, building density, average
road width etc.
Two core research questions are:
1. What is urban context? In other words, what are the high-level features
that are most signicant in discriminating dierent urban scene types?
2. Can automated land-use classication be performed based solely on
high-level features extracted from bottom-up data? Bottom-up data
refers to initial object classication results.
1.5 Scope of Research
1.5.1 Urban scenes to analyze
Urban scenes in the greater Cape Town region of South Africa were analyzed.
1.5.2 Urban objects to analyze
An urban scene contains many features, e.g., buildings, vegetation, roads,
water bodies, rail tracks, pedestrians, motor vehicles, etc. This research will











A visual analysis of South African urban scenes was conducted to show that
these three objects are most predominant in characterizing the context of a
scene.
1.6 Research Methods
In order to characterise the context of South African urban scenes, this
research was subdivided into four parts as listed below:
1. Study of current image classication systems
2. Study of current aerial image understanding systems
3. Design and construction of a contextual model for dierent land-use
types
4. Design and development of an automated zoning routine
1.6.1 Study of current image classication systems
The rst part of this research (chapters 2 - 4) involves a study of the existing
state-of-the-art image classication techniques, in particular applied to high
resolution images of urban scenes. The aim of this study is to assess the
potential of various techniques in extracting main urban objects, and to
identify the general technique that produces the greatest object classication
accuracy. The chosen technique will be adopted for a bottom-up image
classication phase in this research.
1.6.2 Study of current aerial image understanding systems
The second part of this research (chapter 5) involves a study of existing
aerial IU systems, with a focus on the construction of contextual models,
and scene-matching strategies. Content-based image retrieval studies are
reviewed, and techniques relevant to the objectives of this thesis drawn. A
more in-depth review is made on the available urban aerial IU studies.
1.6.3 Design and construction of a contextual model for dif-
ferent scene types
The study of existing aerial IU systems in chapter 5 identies a research
gap in the area of land-use context characterization. This is required to
build a generalized urban contextual model. In this dissertation a new con-
textual model is proposed based on hand-labeled sample scenes of various
dierent land-use types in aerial imagery of the greater Cape Town region.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the concept of the proposed contextual model. The











Figure 1.2: Characterizing urban context.
Our model distinguishes and isolates dierent land-use types. The [f1,
f2,....fn] denotes a high-level feature set (road-building distance, building den-
sity, average building size etc). A unique feature space should exist for each
land-use class.
the existing aerial IU studies. It is essentially a measurement of a set of
high-level features (road-building distance, building density etc) in each sam-
ple scene. Multivariate statistical visualisation tools are then used to assess
whether land-use scenes can be discriminated based on the high-level feature
set. This tells us whether the features are useful for characterizing land-use
context. A feature selection procedure is then used to establish a subset of
high-level features that are most signicant in discriminating land-use types.
This answers research question 1 (section 1.4).
1.6.4 Design and development of an automated land-use clas-
sication routine
Automated land-use classication is a required step for a full urban aerial IU
system. In this dissertation a novel automated land-use classication routine
is proposed. Figure 1.3 illustrates the concept of the routine. The system
works by initially performing bottom-up object classication. The bottom-
up classication method is based on that method which was identied as
most promising in the study of current image classication systems. Land-
use regions are then segmented and classied based on these bottom-up
results. Land-use segmentation is accomplished by extracting 'road block'
regions from the bottom-up road data using a novel routine. A 'road block'
is that region within a closed loop of road segments. Each block is classied
to a land-use type based on a set of high-level features extracted from the
bottom-up objects within that block.
A qualitative and quantitative assessment of block classication accuracy
is carried out, in order to determine whether land-use context can be detected












Figure 1.3: Automated land-use classication concept.
1) Bottom-up object classication is performed on a raw image. 2) The road
classication results are considered for further analysis. 3) Block regions
are extracted from road classication results. 4) Land-use classication is
performed on the block regions based on high-level features of the object
classication results in step 1).
1.7 Implications of Study
A land-use classication (zoning) tool such as the one proposed in this study
can have the following uses:
• Automatic zoning can be performed of an urban area based solely on
shape measurements of incomplete bottom-up urban objects. Auto-
mated zoning is useful for various land-use applications
• Land-use, and thus context, can be identied from bottom-up object
classication results. In a top-down analysis, an appropriate contextual
model can then be used to improve the bottom-up results. The idea
is that the treatment of objects in an e.g. industrial scene will be
dierent to that in an e.g. informal settlement. Certain 'industrial'
parameters and constraints can be used to prune inconsistencies in
bottom-up results, or generate hypotheses for missing objects.
• Knowledge based multisensory fusion tactics can be improved. Knowl-
edge of scene context will provide additional cues to the identication
of unknown objects present in dierent sensory data. For instance, an
object present in a laser scan point cloud would be treated dierently
depending on whether the scene is industrial or informal. Object clas-
sication based on a combination of features, of a region present in
multiple sensor data, will be improved with additional knowledge of











1.8 Outline of Thesis
This thesis is structured as follows: In chapter 2 an overview of traditional
image classication theory is presented. Traditional techniques are in general
'parametric' and 'pixel-based'. Chapter 3 provides a review of the currently
more popular 'non-parametric' image classication techniques. In chapter 4
a review and analysis of modern region-based image classication methods is
presented. In chapter 5 a general framework for aerial image understanding is
presented. Content-based image retrieval and remote sensing case studies are
then reviewed. A review on spatial relation theory is also given. In chapter
6 a detailed methodology is presented for the design and development of an
urban contextual model, as well as a new automated land-use classication
routine. Chapter 7 presents results obtained from applying the methodology
to an experimental dataset. In chapter 8, conclusions are drawn and future















Image classication refers to the association of an image pixel or region
with a label representing a real world conceptual class (road, water body,
agricultural eld etc) (Mather, 2004). It is an extensively researched subject
spanning numerous scientic elds. This chapter will deal with the standard
approach to remote sensing (aerial) image classication, with an emphasis
on urban scenes. Firstly, a brief overview of the properties of remote sensing
imagery needs to be addressed.
2.2 Photographic Imagery
The two main types of remote sensing imagery are panchromatic images and
multispectral images (Richards and Jia, 2005),. In panchromatic images,
each pixel contains a single measure of the intensity of light reected from
an object. This measure of intensity is known as grey value, since pixels
are displayed in shades of Gray. In multispectral images each pixel contains
several measures of intensity, each from dierent wavelengths of light. The
dierent wavelengths are known as spectral bands. Wavelengths for mul-
tispectral images typically include the visible as well as the Near Infrared
(NIR) spectrum. The NIR band is useful for identifying vegetation regions.
Hyperspectral sensors have been developed that can contain more han 200
spectral bands, providing additional information useful for scene classica-
tion. Airborne imagery has traditionally been the main source of data for
urban mapping. More recently, space-borne imagery has become popular
because of its high temporal resolution, large-scale coverage, and multispec-
tral capabilities. In recent years the spatial resolutions available in satellite











mapped. Since the only disadvantage of using space-borne imagery over
airborne imagery (in the past and currently) is the lower resolution, and be-
cause resolutions of space-borne imagery have been increasing exponentially
over the years, it can be expected that satellite imagery will be the primary
mapping source in years to come.
2.3 Digital Image Classication
In automated digital image classication a pixel is allocated to a particular
class based on its feature vector. The features are normally the spectral
values in each band, e.g. blue, red and NIR brightness values. The feature
vector takes the following form:
< blue, red,NIR >
This is collectively known as the spectral signature. A classication algo-
rithm is employed to associate a certain class with a certain type of spectral
signature. A classication algorithm can either be supervised or unsuper-
vised. In supervised classication, the number and names of classes are
known a priori. In unsupervised classication, pixels are allocated to a class
without prior knowledge of the existence of those classes. .
2.4 Supervised Classication
With supervised classication a classier is rst `trained' using representa-
tive data for each class (Richards and Jia, 2005). The representative data is
selected by an analyst. For example, if a pixel-based classier were to classify
a scene into roads and buildings, an analyst would select representative sam-
ples of road pixels and building pixels in a training image, in order to 'teach'
the classier to recognise those classes. In more detail, for each building pixel
that is selected, the values in each spectral band are observed. The feature
vector is projected in a feature space, where the feature values determine
the coordinates of its position (see gure 2.1). Where many features exist,
as is the case with hyperspectral images, a feature selection procedure may
be required in order to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space (see
section 2.6 for feature selection strategies).
The goal in the training phase is to partition the feature space by nding
optimum decision boundaries between classes. The partition and feature
selection processes may be tested for accuracy through a cross validation
procedure. This is accomplished by classifying subsets of the existing training
data. An accuracy estimate can be deduced from the percentage of correctly
classied training pixels.
With a partitioned feature space, unclassied image pixels can now be au-











Figure 2.1: Training a remote sensing supervised classier (UCL, 2011).
Representative samples for Gravel (G), Arable (A), Water (W) and Forest
(F) classes are selected in a training image. The spectral values of these
samples are projected in a feature space in order to train a classier, i.e.,
teach the classier the spectral signatures for these classes.
where a decision is made as to which class it belongs to. Various classica-
tion algorithms can be adopted to make this decision. These classication
algorithms can be further subdivided into parametric and non-parametric.
Parametric classiers rely on the assumption that the feature distribution
for each class is Gaussian distributed (Richards and Jia, 2005). Popular al-
gorithms include the 'Minimum Distance' and 'Maximum Likelihood'. These
statistical algorithms have been traditionally used in supervised remote sens-
ing image classication. Non-parametric algorithms include machine learn-
ing methods, and will be dealt with in the next chapter.
2.4.1 Parametric methods
If the training data are assumed to have a particular distribution (usually
the normal distribution), existing well established statistical theory can be
employed to make inferences in the feature space. These are known as para-
metric methods, since parameters such as mean and variance are estimated
from the distribution.
2.4.1.1 Minimum distance classier
The minimum distance classier works by computing the Euclidean distance
between an unknown data point and each class cluster centroid (see gure










wnFigure 2.2: Minimum distance classication.
The unknown data point U is assigned to the class with the shortest distance
to its cluster centroid.
training data. The unknown data point is then assigned to the class with the
minimum distance. The advantage of the minimum distance classication is
its simplicity and speed of computation. The disadvantage is that variations
in the class distributions are not considered. Thus the classier can be used
when the number of training samples per pixel is limited, where variation
will not be a signicant inuence (Richards and Jia, 2005).
2.4.1.2 Maximum likelihood classication
A popular technique is maximum likelihood classication. Here the mean
(pertaining to the class cluster centroid) and the covariance matrix of the
normally distributed training data is estimated. Using this information, for
each pixel the relative likelihood, or probability, of that pixel belonging to a
particular spectral class is computed. The pixel is then labeled according to
the highest probability.
Technical overview
Maximum likelihood classication is based on Bayes rule (Richards and Jia,
2005). Let c = (c1,c2, ..., ci) denote a set of classes, where nc is the total
number of classes. For a given pixel with feature vector x, the probability
that x belongs to class ci is P (ci|x), i = 1, 2, ..., nc. However, P (ci|x) is not
















P (ci) is the prior probability that ci occurs in the image.
P (ci|x) is the conditional probability of ci given x, also referred to as the
posterior probability.
P (x|ci) is the conditional probability of x given ci.
P (x) is the probability of x occurring in each class ci.
P (ci) is normally assumed to be 1, but can be derived from additional
knowledge about the image scene, such as context (see section4.2). In the
classication stage we compare P (c1|x) with P (c2|x), and can thus cancel
P (x). Therefore, P (x|ci), i = 1, 2, ..., nc are the required conditional proba-
bilities. These are computed by assuming the conditional probability density
function (p.d.f.) for each class, derived from training samples, is normally
distributed, and estimating mean and covariance parameters from that dis-
tribution.
With P (ci) and P (x|ci) known, the maximum likely hood classier can
classify an unknown feature vector x by computing the product P (x|ci)P (ci)
for each class and allocating it to the class with the highest product. This
product is known as the Maximum A Posterior (MAP) solution.
The main disadvantage of the maximum likelihood classier is that the
normal distribution assumption limits its performance, since the assumption
can be violated. This violation can often occur in the case of remote sensing
data classication, especially when data is derived from complex landscapes
(Lu and Weng, 2007). More elegant classiers, such as those based on ma-
chine learning theory (Chapter 3), have been introduced into the eld of
remote sensing. These classiers sh uld draw our attention as they are dis-
tribution free and have shown signicant levels of improvement over the more
traditional statistical methods.
2.5 Unsupervised Classication
If the user has little idea of the number and names of distinct spectral classes,
techniques like maximum likelihood are incompatible. Classication without
prior class knowledge can be solved with clustering. Clustering is a general
term for the grouping of data with homogeneous properties. In terms of im-
age classication, it can be used to partition an image into unknown classes.
In a second step these unknown classes are labeled based on knowledge of
the scene or objects to be extracted. Clustering works by recognizing groups
(clusters) of unknown pixels projected in a feature space. To recognise clus-
ters in a feature space, a similarity measure has to be established. This is
normally a simple distance measure such as the Euclidean distance or the
L1 distance 1. What will often happen is that several acceptable clusters
will be recognizable in a certain area. Thus a quality measure is necessary












to choose one cluster over others. A common quality measure is the Sum
of Squared Errors (SSE). Popular clustering methods are ISODATA and K-
means. The ISODATA method will know be discussed in order clarify the
clustering concept.
ISODATA algorithm (Developed by Ball and Hall, 1965)
This algorithm operates as follows:
1. Points at arbitrary locations in feature space are selected to serve as
candidate cluster centers.
2. The location of each pixel in the feature space is determined. Each
pixel is allocated to the nearest candidate cluster based on a distance
measurement to each cluster centroid.
3. The candidate cluster centers are re-computed to the mean positions
of the allocated pixels.
Steps 2. and 3. are repeated until the SSE measure is reduced to a rea-
sonable value. Once a clustering procedure such as the above is completed,
post analyses of the encoded clusters will normally take place, such as the
following:
1. Each cluster is checked to see whether it is too small to be statistically
meaningful.
2. If clusters are too close together that they represent an unnecessary
division of data (over-segmentation), they are merged.
3. Clusters that are too elongated (under-segmentation) are split.
2.6 Data Reduction
In many instances a large number of features are available for a classication
task. An example is with hyperspectral imagery, where more than 200 bands
can exist. It is impractical to use all the available features for classication,
due to the computational requirement. Additionally, many of the features
may be correlated in some way. A selection of the most signicant and
uncorrelated features will normally give a similar result, if not better, than
the total number of available features (Guyon and Elissee, 2003). It is
therefore desirable to use the smallest number of possible features that will
cause maximum classication accuracy. A data reduction is required.
Two types of feature reduction techniques are established in the liter-











subspace of smaller dimensionality. A popular method is the Principle Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA), where the principle components of the original fea-
ture space are extracted to create an articial set of uncorrelated features
(Jollie, 1986).
The second approach is based on an evaluation of class separability mea-
sures in the original feature space. A subset of features is selected from the
original set that maximizes class separability. This is normally done by com-
puting a class separability index (SI) for subset combinations of features,
and choosing that subset with the highest SI. A popular separability index
is the B-distance (Haralick and Fu, 1983).
To compute an SI for dierent feature combinations, a searching algo-
rithm is required. One could use, for instance, the optimum search. This
is an exhaustive search of all possible subsets, and can be computationally
expensive. Another option is the greedy search, where the eect of removing
one feature at a time is observed. If removing a feature reduces class separa-
bility, that feature is restored. A further option is the rand m search, where
random subsets are extracted. This has the advantage of being inexpensive
but important subsets may be missed. A search that can achieve similar
results to the optimum but is less expensive is the guided random search,
which is based on genetic algorithms (Holland, 1992).
Feature selection is often necessary for modern remote sensing super-
vised classication tasks, such as object-oriented classication (see section
4.3.4). It is also useful for the general purpose of identifying features that
are signicant in causing class separation. Such an analysis was used in the
methodology section of this thesis (see e.g. section 6.3.8).
2.7 Conclusion
We have surveyed the traditional parametric supervised image classica-
tion methodologies, as well as non-supervised clustering techniques and data
reduction techniques. As already mentioned, parametric methods are in-
herently limited by class distribution assumptions. In the next chapter we
will review the more attractive non-parametric machine learning supervised
classication methods, such as the Articial Neural Network, that have been
















Since parametric methods rely on class distribution assumptions, they are
limited to perform well only on those datasets that closely approximate these
distributions. To deal with this issue, amongst others such as non-linear sep-
arable classes, the pattern recognition community was active in development
of new intelligent systems in the 1970s and 1980s. Of particular interest was
the Articial Neural Network (ANN), and more recently the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) and Decision Trees. These systems are non-parametric, for
their ability to make decisions without making any statistical assumptions.
The decision making is based rather on the fundamental assumption that
an unknown pattern can be recognised through repeated examples of that
pattern (Jin and Geman, 2006). The concept is that 'learning' or 'intelli-
gence' can be obtained through these examples. They have thus been termed
'computational intelligence', otherwise known as 'machine learning' systems.
Since the mid-90's there has been a strong interest in the remote sensing com-
munity in applying these algorithms to remote sensing data classication.
Research has indicated that non-parametric classiers may provide better
classication results than parametric classiers (Foody, 2002; Kavzoglu and
Mather, 2003; Huang et al., 2002; Pal and Mather, 2005). A selection of
popular machine learning techniques will now be discussed along with their










wnFigure 3.1: A typical multilayer perceptron neural network.The multilayer perceptron consists of input layers of nodes (e.g. spectral
values), one or more sets of hidden layers, and an output layer (e.g. classes
in the classication system). A complex set of linkages exist between nodes.
Neurons in the hidden layers consist of a set of functions.
3.2 Articial Neural Networks
3.2.1 Introduction
An Articial Neural Network (ANN) is a learning machine that attempts
to imitate the workings of a human brain. ANNs do not require statistical
assumptions about the distribution of data. They have the ability to develop
their own input / output discriminant relations from training data (Pacici
et al., 2008). Thus, unlike the maximum likelihood classier they are robust
in recognizing patterns from non-Gaussian distributed data. ANNs have
been well established in speech and handwriting recognition, as well image
analysis (Tso and Mather, 2001). A detailed review of ANNs can be found
in (Bishop, 1996).
3.2.2 The Multilayer Perceptron
One of the most widely used neural network models is the multilayer per-
ceptron. It consists of input layers, one or more sets of hidden layers, and an
output layer (see gure 3.1). The layers are made up of nodes, referred to as
neurons in analogy with biological neurons. In remote sensing classication
the input neurons could represent features such as spectral values. Each out-
put node could represent a class in the classication system. A complex set
of linkages exist between nodes, representing weights. Neurons in the hidden
layer consist of a set of functions, normally sigmoids and / or summations.












The most commonly used algorithm to train a multilayer perceptron is 'back-
propagation'. The learning procedure is as follows. Input variables are
passed through the system and evaluated for error against the output vari-
ables. The results of this evaluation are then passed back into the system,
and the weights are adjusted accordingly in an attempt to reduce the error.
This procedure iterates several times until the error is suciently reduced.
The weights that are adjusted give signicance to the input variables. In
other words, in each iterative test against the ground truth output layer, the
system is corrected, or taught, much the same way as a parent rebukes a
baby every time it does a number of dierent things wrong, and eventually
learns the correct way of living in general.
3.2.4 Practical use of the ANN
A disadvantage of the ANN is that the user has to determine its architecture,
such as the number of hidden neurons as well as parameters such as learning
rate. These parameters signicantly aect the training time and performance
of an ANN. Furthermore, no blueprint exists on how to dene parameters,
but rather rules of thumb. Another disadvantage is that the system is a black
box. There is no easy way to trace back and pin point the cause of inaccurate
results. Successful usage of an ANN relies on heuristic procedures.
3.2.5 ANNs applied to remote sensing data classication
In the past two decades ANNs have been increasingly used for remote sens-
ing data classication, due to the belief that they can outperform statistical
classiers like the maximum likelihood. Benediktsson et al. (1990) provides
a comparison between statistical classiers and the ANN in classifying mul-
tisource remote sensing data. Results show that the two dierent approaches
have unique advantages and disadvantages. Paola and Schowengerdt (1995)
provides a literature survey of back propagation neural networks for multi-
spectral image classication. They conclude that although a neural network
has several unique characteristics, it will be a useful remote sensing tool only
if made easier to use, faster, and more predictable. In (Kanellopoulos and
Wilkinson, 1997) an experimental investigation of ANNs applied to the clas-
sication of satellite imagery is presented. Attempts are made to draw con-
clusions about 'best practice' techniques to optimize network training (e.g.
choice of network architecture) and overall classication performance. They
conclude that neural networks can now be used reliably and with much con-
dence for routine operational requirements in remote sensing. In (Kavzoglu
and Mather, 2003) a comparison is made between ANNs and the maximum











Figure 3.2: Support Vector Machine: The linearly separable case (Tso and
Mather, 2009).
To determine the decision boundary in a feature space, a linear discriminant
hyperplane is placed midway between class clusters. The discriminant is
placed in the position where the maximum perpendicular distance (referred
to as the margin) exists between the discriminant and a subset of points (the
support vectors) on the edge of class clusters.
that the ANN produces higher classication accuracies than the maximum
likelihood classier when used with the recommended settings in the study.
3.3 Support Vector Machines
3.3.1 Introduction
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) oer a theoretically superior machine
learning methodology (Tso and Mather, 2009). We can estimate their emer-
gence in the late 70s (Vapnik, 1979), but they have not received signicant
attention until recent years. The success of the SVM is merited to their
unique ability to minimize the so-called structural risk, or classication er-
rors when solving the classication problem (Tso and Mather, 2009). With
the maximum likelihood classier, the minimization of classication errors is
determined directly from the statistical distribution of training samples. The
SVM, however, minimizes the probability of misclassifying previously unob-













The SVM structural risk minimization problem is solved with complex math-
ematics but a simple geometric interpretation (see gure 3.2). The Support
Vector Machine determines the decision boundary between classes in a fea-
ture space by placing a linear discriminant hyperplane midway between the
class clusters. The position of this discriminant requires the selection of
a subset of training samples (the support vectors) that best describes the
boundary between two classes. This subset is normally located along the
edges of the class clusters. The discriminant is placed in the position where
the maximum perpendicular distance (referred to as the margin) exists be-
tween the discriminant and these subset points. If classes are non-linearly
separable, a kernel expansion is used, in which the feature space is projected
onto a higher dimensional space where separation of classes becomes linear.
3.3.3 Advantages
A strong advantage of the SVM is that high accuracy can be achieved with
a small number of training samples (see Foody and Mather, 2004). Indeed
in the eld of remote sensing this is often the case due to data availabil-
ity and cost of data base production (Inglada, 2007). Another advantage is
that SVMs can be used eciently with high dimensional datasets (see Pal
and Mather, 2005). Thus information loss through data reduction is pre-
vented. A drawback of SVMs is that the original version was designed to
solve binary classication. Most remote sensing scenarios deal with multiple
classes. Multiclass algorithms have been proposed, including one-against-
one, one-against-others, and directed acyclic graph (DAG) strategies (Tso
and Mather, 2009). Another disadvantage is that required user-dened pa-
rameters have a strong inuence on its performance.
3.3.4 SVMs applied to remote sensing data classication
The implementation of SVMs to perform remote sensing data classication
is gradually expanding. In recent studies, SVMs were compared to other
classication methods, such as ANNs, Nearest Neighbor (NN), Maximum
Likelihood and Decision Tree classiers for remote sensing imagery, and have
performed as well, if not surpassed all of them in robustness and accuracy.
Huang et al. (2002) compares the SVM to three other classiers in a land
cover classication experiment on a low resolution Thematic Mapper (TM)
image. The three classiers are the maximum likelihood, decision tree, and
ANN. They conclude that SVMs provide higher overall accuracies than any
other classier. Pal and Mather (2005) compares SVMs with ANN and max-
imum likelihood methods for land cover classication of multispectral and
hyperspectral images. Their results show that SVM achieves the highest ac-











data and small training sets. Foody and Mather (2004) show ecient and
accurate SVM classication of multispectral satellite data with a small num-
ber of intelligently selected training samples. Tzotsos (2008) applies SVM
classication to a segmentation of a Landsat TM image using the Deniens
eCognition software (Benz et al., 2004). Spectral, shape and textural fea-
tures were used. The results show that the SVM provides slightly higher
classication accuracy than the standard NN classier in eCognition (NN
confusion matrix accuracy: 84.1%; SVM confusion matrix accuracy: 86%).
3.4 Fuzzy Set Theory
3.4.1 Introduction
The development of Fuzzy Set Theory was inspired by the fact that the
decisions we encounter every day are often uncertain, or fuzzy, as opposed
to deterministic (Tso and Mather, 2009). For instance, the concepts cold,
warm and hot contain a level of subjectivity. One person's hot may overlap
with another person's warm. They cannot be deterministically specied.
A similar problem occurs in remote sensing scenarios. In a coarse reso-
lution image a pixel may lie on the border of water and land classes. Both
classes are thus present in the pixel, and it is dicult to classify the pixel
deterministically. This type of pixel has been termed mixed. The standard
classication techniques in chapter 2 do not provide a good mechanism for
coping with such uncertainty. Fuzzy Set Theory oers an approach that
acknowledges the problem of uncertainty from the start in an ambiguous
environment. The fuzzy concept has been adopted in numerous elds e.g.
fuzzy logic control, process control, management and decision making, and
operations research (Nedeljkovic, 2006). It has also been widely used for
dealing with classication problems. Fuzzy-based classiers are becoming
increasingly popular in remote sensing (Tso and Mather, 2009).
3.4.2 Concept
With crisp sets, two choices are available: [0, 1]. For example, a particular
day may be classied either as cold, warm or hot. If it is classied as warm,
the set will read cold= 0, warm= 1, hot= 0. With fuzzy sets, we have
the concept of partial membership in the form of a membership function m,
where 0 ≤ m ≤ 1. On the same day, the fuzzy set may read cold= 0.3,
warm= 0.6, hot= 0.4. The three membership values need not sum to 1,
which is partly how fuzzy theory diers from probability theory. While
probability theory provides the probability of an event occurring, fuzzy the-
ory provides the possibility of an event occurring. The fuzzy concept allows











Figure 3.3: Fuzzy rule-base image classication (Tso and Mather, 2001).
This illustration shows a fuzzy set for DN1 (Digital Number 1). 'Mixture'
refers to a region in the feature space which is fuzzy. If an unknown pixel has
features that fall within this fuzzy region, it is uncertain whether the pixel
should be allocated to Class 1 or Class 2. Thus a fuzzy membership would
be allocated to the unknown point, based on two membership functions, one
for each class. If, for instance, the point falls at the intersection of the two
overlapping membership functions, a membership of [Class 1 = 0.5, Class 2
= 0.5] would be allocated to the point.
3.4.3 Fuzzy rule-based remote sensing classication
The fuzzy logic concept is well suited to dealing with uncertainties in the
image classication task, such as uncertainty in sensor measurements, vague
(linguistic) class descriptions, and class mixtures due to limited resolution
(Benz et al., 2004). The remote sensing community has been increasingly in-
terested in exploiting fuzzy theory to improve image classication. A popular
trend is to use fuzzy rules. The basic concept is as follows: For each unknown
pixel pi to be classied into one of n classes, a membership grade αci,pi is asso-
ciated with each class ci, such that an nc dimensional tuple of membership
grades is established for each pi, as follows: fpi = [αc1,pi, αc2,pi, ...., αcn,pi]











reliability and class mixture. For instance, it can provide promising input
to current and future remote sensing systems with multi-sensor sources and
ancillary data. For a crisp classication problem, the membership grade with
the highest value, αcj,pi, is considered, and the unknown pixel pi is allocated
to class cj .
In more detail, a fuzzy partitioning of each feature pi takes place during
the training phase of a classication procedure. In other words, for each
pixel feature a fuzzy set is established (see gure 3.3 which illustrates the
fuzzy set of Digital Number 1 (DN1)). The size and type of a fuzzy set is
controlled by a user dened membership function, normally in the shape of a
trapezoid. The shape of the membership function determines the transition
between full member and non-member, i.e. for a crisp set the membership
function would be rectangular. The choice of the membership function is
crucial and determines the performance of the classication system (Benz
et al., 2004).
In order to classify an unknown pixel pi, for each feature ωi,pi measured
in pi, a membership degree mci,ωi,pi, 0 ≤ mci,ωi,pi ≤ 1, is computed based on
the fuzzy set for feature ωi. Hence, instead of combining actual feature values
to make a decision in a feature space, as is the case with crisp classication
systems, fuzzy sets on these feature values are combined to make the decision.
All further calculations in the classication system are based on the set of
membership degrees Mci,pi = [mci,ω1,pi,mci,ω2,pi, ....,mci,ωη,pi] where η is the
total number of features. The inferencing stage works by constructing a set
of if-then fuzzy rules (e.g. if feature ωi,pi is a member of fuzzy set bcj then
pixel pi is a member of class cj).
An issue with fuzzy rule-base classiers is that a large number of input
features requires a higher number of fuzzy rules, which can become complex
(Tso and Mather, 2001). This issue can potentially be solved with data
reduction techniques (see section 2.6)
3.4.4 Fuzzy Set Theory applied to remote sensing data clas-
sication
Foody (1996) shows the importance of recognizing and accommodating for
fuzziness of land cover classes. It is shown that fuzzy representations produce
more accurate land cover classications than crisp classiers. In particular,
results from a fuzzy ANN and statistical fuzzy c-means algorithm produced
highest land cover classication accuracies.
Bardossy and Samaniego (2002) investigates the applicability of fuzzy
rule-base modeling to classify a Landsat TM scene. It is shown that their pro-
posed method with only 9 rules for four land cover classes produces slightly
higher classication accuracies than the maximum likelihood classier.
Shackelford and Davis (2003) investigates the use of a fuzzy theory in











satellite imagery of urban and suburban areas. Firstly, the imagery is clas-
sied using just spectral features with a standard maximum likelihood ap-
proach. Signicant mis-classications are observed at spectrally similar road
and building classes. Secondly, texture features as well as a length-to-width
shape features are included in the system in order to improve discrimination
between spectrally similar classes. This produces higher urban land cover
accuracies. Finally, a hierarchical fuzzy classication approach is investi-
gated that makes use of both spectral and spatial features. This is shown to
produce classication accuracies that are 8% to 11% higher than those from
the standard maximum-likelihood approach.
Laha et al. (2006) proposes a contextual fuzzy rule-based classication
system. For an unknown pixel to classify, information from fuzzy-generated
possibilistic class labels of its neighbouring pixels is aggregated to make a
nal decision. The proposed method is tested with two Landsat-TM satel-
lite images. Results are compared with the Markov Random Field (MRF)




A decision tree is a top-down hierarchical classication technique. The gen-
eral purpose is to provide a comprehensive understanding of the relationships
between objects at dierent scales of observation or levels of detail. The main
attractiveness of a decision tree is that it can be viewed as a white box, in
contrast to the ANN (Tso and Mather, 2009). It is easier to interpret and
understand the relationships between inputs and outputs. A decision tree
has the form of an upside down tree (gure 3.4). It is composed of a root
node, interior nodes, and terminal nodes called leaf nodes. The root and
interior nodes represent decision stages. The leaf nodes correspond to the
nal classication. The classication process works as follows: starting from
the root node and ending at the terminal node, a decision is made at each
non-leaf node. This decision determines the path to be followed.
An extension of the decision tree is the random forest, which consists of
many decision trees. A random forest makes an optimal decision about class
labels based on the classication output vote of individual trees (Breiman,
2001).
3.5.2 A decision tree's design
A decision tree's performance depends signicantly on the nature of decisions
and sequence of attributes in the tree (Tso and Mather, 2009). The design











Figure 3.4: A simple hierarchical decision tree classier (Tso and Mather,
2009).
A decision tree is composed of a root node ('Near-Infrared'), interior nodes
('Green', 'Red') and leaf nodes ('Trees', 'Water' 'Shrub', 'Swamp'). A deci-
sion is made at each non-leaf node to determine the path to be followed.
on an analyst's knowledge to manually separate classes in a hierarchical
fashion. This requires statistics for all classes to be computed. Estimates of
decision boundaries are then derived. This approach can be time consuming,
and may not provide satisfactory results particularly for a large number of
classes (Tso and Mather, 2009). A currently more popular approach is to
develop automatic methods to arrange the structure of the tree and select
features. These methods attempt to construct optimal designs by minimizing
classication accuracy measures. They work by recursively splitting nodes
into leaf nodes. At each node-splitting stage, the most eective feature
is selected according to a measure of classication accuracy, or a simple
statistical test. Automatically generated decision trees are often complex,
having long and uneven paths. Pruning is thus often required, where a sub-
tree is replaced with a leaf node.
3.5.3 Use of decision trees in remote sensing classication
The use of decision trees in remote sensing data classication has gained
popularity in recent years, and has shown to be equal in classication per-
formance, if not surpassed, state-of-the-art classiers. Hansen et al. (1996)
apply decision trees to land cover classication, and many authors have fol-
lowed their lead (Muchoney et al., 2000; Friedl et al., 1999; Pal and Mather,
2003). German et al. (1999) compare the performance of the Minimum Dis-











cover classication of Landsat TM data. The performance is measured in
terms of their learning ability, classication accuracy, and computational
speed. They conclude that the decision tree classier is the best all-round
choice. Pal (2005) compares a random forest and a SVM for land cover clas-
sication of Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) data with
7 classes. The two classiers perform equally in terms of training time and
classication accuracy, but the random forest requires less model parameters.
Pal and Mather (2006) show that a decision tree can eectively be used for
feature selection.
3.6 Conclusion
A selection of popular machine learning techniques has been reviewed, along
with their usage in remote sensing. These studies have demonstrated the
power of machine learning, by showing how they can out-perform tradi-
tional statistical methods in classifying data. This is largely due to their
non-parametric nature, i.e., the ability to make predictions independent of
class distribution assumptions. The Articial Neural Network is a classical
non-parametric machine, that has been popular in the remote sensing com-
munity especially in the 1990s, and has produced good results. More recently
however, the theoretically superior Support Vector Machine and the hierar-
chical decision tree have been shown to produce even higher quality results
(Huang et al., 2002; Pal and Mather, 2005; German et al., 1999). In this
thesis the Support Vector Machine has be chosen to perform classication
of urban scene images, due its theoretically superior nature, and because it















Pixel-based techniques are still in widespread use, but have drawbacks. In
the last decade the spatial resolution of remote sensing imagery has increased
signicantly. For high resolution imagery, objects of interest are often sig-
nicantly larger than pixel size. Intraclass spectral variation increases and
interclass variation decreases (Aksoy and Akçay, 2005). This is especially
evident in urban scenes where dierent man-made objects are made up of
materials with similar spectral signatures (Aplin and Smith, 2008). This can
lead to misclassied pixels, resulting in a `salt and pepper' eect. A pixel in
the middle of a lake, for example, might be misclassied as 'building' since
a pixel-based classier is based solely on the individual pixel's properties.
There has thus been a strong move towards developing classication meth-
ods that are spatially aware of neighbourhood pixels. These are often termed
'contextual' classiers in the literature. Indeed they introduce a degree of
low-level context, but not the true high-level context that this dissertation
seeks to address. Popular methods will be discussed in this chapter.
4.2 Exploiting Bayes rule
With maximum likelihood pixel-based techniques (see section 2.4.1.2) a pixel
is assigned a probability of belonging to a certain class based solely on its own
feature distribution. An option for introducing an awareness of neighbouring
pixels is to exploit Bayes Rule to classify a pixel based on the inuence of
its own feature distribution as well as the feature distribution of neighbour-












P (ci|x) = P (x|ci)P (ci) (4.1)
where x = data, c = unknown classes, P (ci|x) is the conditional probability
of ci given x, P (x|ci) is the conditional probability of x given ci, and P (ci)
is the prior probability that ci occurs in the image.
The maximum likelihood technique models just P (x|ci), the data distri-
bution of a single pixel. What is required is P (ci), the prior probability of
a pixel being a certain class. The P (ci) can be derived from the data distri-
bution of neighbouring pixels. For example, a pixel in the middle of a lake
would have a prior probability of being a 'lake' pixel based on its surrounding
pixels.
4.2.1 Use of the Markov Random Field
A useful tool for characterizing P (ci) is the Markov Random Field (MRF).
The MRF derives P (ci) from contextually dependent patterns as the sum
of local contributions in the form of suitable potential functions chosen ac-
cording to some useful statistical criteria (Jensen, 2005). We can use the
Maximum A Posterior (MAP) for the statistical criteria, which is aimed at
maximizing the posterior probability P (ci, x) over x. In (Tso and Olsen,
2005) the MRF is successfully exploited for high resolution image classica-
tion, and shows an improvement in results over pixel-wise classication.
4.3 Object Based Image Analysis
4.3.1 Introduction
A currently popular technique is to merge neighbouring and homogeneous
pixels before classication begins. These homogeneous regions, as opposed
to individual pixels, are then classied. This technique is formally known as
ECHO (Extraction and Classication of Homogeneous Objects), its emer-
gence probably credited to Kettig and Landgrebe (1976). A modern term is
Object Based Image Analysis (OBIA), 'object' referring to a homogeneous
region. The motivation behind OBIA is that the success of human interpre-
tation is based on analysis of homogeneous regions of pixels, as opposed to
individual pixels. To merge pixels, a segmentation of the image is normally
performed.
4.3.2 Image segmentation
Image segmentation is the partitioning of an image into disjoint homogeneous
regions (see gure 4.1). The basic concept is to merge image elements (pixels
or pixel regions) according to homogeneity parameters (Schiewe, 2002). A











Figure 4.1: Image segmentation.
The gure shows a typical segmentation of an urban scene, performed in the
eCognition software package (Benz et al., 2004). The input scene is on the
left and the segmented scene is on the right.
and neighbouring pixels / pixel groups are tested against the seed region.
These neighbouring pixels are added to the seed if similar. Another technique
is region splitting (top-down), which starts with the entire scene, and splits
regions until an appropriate segmentation is obtained.
A framework for testing heterogeneity between two image elements is
described in (Schiewe, 2002) as follows:
Given two neighbouring elements A and B with features fA,i and fB,i,
(i = 1, . . . ., n), we can derive a homogeneity measure by computing the
Euclidean distance between fA,i and fB,i. An option is to assign a weight
gi to each feature based on its importance in dening heterogeneity. The




gi(fA,i − fB,i)2 (4.2)
The measure4h is compared with a threshold in order to decide whether
A and B should be merged or not. The threshold controls the size and
number of segments in a nal partition.
Further constraints concerning neighbourhood and similarity can be used:












Figure 4.2: Object scale variation.
In this particular segmentation, tree objects are over-segmented whereas
building objects are correctly segmented. Thus a dierent segmentation
scale is required for dierent object types.
2. A may accept just that neighbouring element B which fullls the ho-
mogeneity criterion best.
3. Alternatively, an element C is attached to A (which is attached to B)
only if B and C, as well as A and C, are similar.
4.3.3 Object scale variation
An issue encountered in urban scene segmentation is that dierent objects
require dierent scales of segmentation. A segmentation 'scale' is correlated
with the size of the homogeneity threshold mentioned above. A segmenta-
tion at a certain scale may, for instance, properly dene building regions,
but improperly dene tree regions (see gure 4.2). Each object has its own
spectral homogeneity, and therefore its own threshold setting. If the thresh-
old is smaller or larger, an over or under-segmentation respectively will be
produced.
Bruzzone and Carlin (2006) performs a pixel-wise multi-scale classica-
tion of a high resolution image of an urban scene. For each pixel, context is
considered in the following manner. Multiple scene segmentations are per-
formed at dierent arbitrary scales. Thus an object will exist at multiple
scales. The smallest scale is the pixel and the highest an object such as a
building. Intermediate levels could be a roof face and a section of a roof
face. At each scale, a selection of features is made. At the pixel level and
small segment level, only spectral features can be considered. For larger











geometric and relational features are selected, such as area of object, num-
ber of sub objects, and various shape features. By taking into consideration
the local neighbourhood of each pixel, a multidimensional feature matrix is
built, where each row could represent an object scale, and each column the
list of features associated with that scale. An SVM (see section 3.3) is used
to classify each pixel based on its feature matrix.
This is a promising approach for introducing multi-scale awareness of
objects. However, it is heuristic in the sense that the system has no clear
recognition of the correct object scale, but rather a guess via a combination
of dierent scales with associative exhaustive feature sets.
In (Baatz and Schape, 2000) a segmentation routine is presented that
was successfully implemented in a software package called eCognition (Benz
et al., 2004), developed by Deniens. The eCognition environment is cur-
rently the most commonly used OBIA system (Lu and Weng, 2007). eCogni-
tion oers a multi-scale segmentation procedure, where several segmentations
of the same image can exist at dierent scales. A drawback f the eCognition
multi-scale segmentation approach is that scale parameters have to be man-
ually dened by the user. Ideally what is required is a segmentation routine
that chooses an appropriate threshold value for the objects of interest in an
unsupervised fashion, based on the spectral / spatial characteristics of that
object (automated scale selection).
Chang and Chen (2008) proposes an unsupervised scale selection seg-
mentation routine for urban scene analysis. The method starts with an
over-segmentation and then increments toward an under-segmentation. Af-
ter each increment, for a particular object the change in segment edge density
calculated. The scale where there is a maximum change in edge density is
chosen for that object. The rationale behind this is that as soon as a segment
area corresponds to a real world object, a sudden change in edge density is
known to occur.
Taubenbock and Esch (2005) similarly starts with an over-segmentation
and increments toward an under-segmentation. The shapes of segments are
iteratively optimized according to a rule base until signicant structures are
realized.
Akcay and Aksoy (2008) produces segmentations at multiple scales for
each individual image band based on the application of morphological open-
ing and closing operations. Each segment at the dierent scales is evaluated
as a candidate for a meaningful structure. This evaluation is based on a
combined measure of spectral homogeneity (based on variances of spectral
features) and neighbourhood connectivity (based on the sizes of connected
components in the multi-scale hierarchy). Based on the observation that
dierent urban objects appear more clearly in dierent spectral bands of an











4.3.4 Availability of new uncorrelated features
An ideal segmentation map contains segments of real world objects of in-
terest. The availability of image objects provides a new paradigm in image
interpretation. An existing classication algorithm can be employed to clas-
sify image objects, as opposed to image pixels. Image objects oer a large
set of new uncorrelated features, such as the following:
1. Shape features: e.g. area, compactness, length-to-width ratio.
2. Textural features: e.g. Features based on analyzing pairs of pixels with
similar grey values in a GLCM (Grey level Co-occurrence Matrix).
3. Spectral statistics (e.g. standard deviation - stdev - of all brightness
values within an object region).
Shape can be a powerfully discriminating feature, especially in the case of an
urban scene (Inglada, 2007). Urban features are often more robustly char-
acterised by shape than by colour. Many dierent man-made object types
are made of similar materials and thus have similar reectance properties.
For example, roads can have a similar colour to buildings but are normally
dierent in shape. Shape features are independent of sensor characteristics
and illumination conditions.
Thus the feature vector used to classify an image object may be sig-
nicantly larger than a pixel-based feature vector, and a feature selection
procedure is normally required (see section 2.6). Tzotsos (2008) points out
that the Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a good choice for discriminat-
ing OBIA segments, since it performs well under a high dimensional feature
space.
It is worth mentioning that the eectiveness of these object features will
be heavily inuenced by the quality of segmentation results. If a building,
for example, is slightly over-segmented, and the segment contains spurious
regions, it will no longer closely resemble the shape of a building. Thus
segmentation quality is pivotal to the performance of OBIA .
4.3.5 Urban scene OBIA studies
From around the year 2000 there has been a sharp increase in the use of
segmentation techniques to perform OBIA. The results in many studies have
shown a signicant improvement in image classication accuracy over pixel-
based techniques. A comprehensive OBIA literature review can be found in
(Blaschke, 2009). The following studies deal specically with urban scene
object extraction.
Shackelford and Davis (2003) investigates the use of a fuzzy theory in











satellite imagery of urban and suburban areas. The imagery is initially clas-
sied using just spectral features with a standard maximum likelihood ap-
proach. Signicant mis-classications are observed at spectrally similar road
and building classes. Secondly, texture features as well as a length-to-width
shape feature is included in the system in order to improve discrimination
between spectrally similar classes. This produces higher urban land cover
accuracies.
Mo et al. (2007) segments and classies a high-resolution QuickBird mul-
tispectral image of an urban scene, also using a standard maximum likelihood
approach. A feature selection was carried out on spectral, shape, and tex-
ture features. The classication results were found to be consistent with
visual interpretation results. In addition, the results were compared with a
pixel-based technique and found to be superior.
Su et al. (2008) shows how textural and local spatial features of seg-
mented objects can be utilized to improve the classication of QuickBird
imagery. Results based solely on spectral features are compared to those
based on textural and spatial features, where a classication accuracy im-
provement of up to 7% is observed with the latter.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have discussed region-based classication techniques, in-
cluding use of the MRF and the currently popular OBIA, which is based
on image segmentation. These methods have been invented because of the
current availability of high-resolution images. They essentially introduce an
awareness of the spatial neighbourhood of pixels into the classication pro-
cess, in order to emulate human visual perception. A human interpreter does
not look at individual pixels when detecting objects in an image, but rather
at groups of homogeneous pixels. Indeed the above studies have proved the
eectiveness of object-based methods over pixel-based methods. An object-
based approach is thus chosen in this research to perform bottom-up urban
object classication.
In the last two chapters the state-of-the-art in image classication has
been discussed. From chapters 2 and 3 we concluded that machine learning,
and more specically the Support Vector Machine (SVM), is the pattern
recognition technique of choice. Thus a classication system assumed to be
eective in urban object classication is SVM recognition of image objects,
as proposed in (Tzotsos, 2008). This is the adopted bottom-up technique
used in this thesis (see section 1.6.4).
Object-based image classication introduces a degree of low-level context
by introducing an awareness of spatial neighbourhood. However, object-
based techniques are based solely on sensory measurement and are thus in-











in the form of external knowledge to produce high quality object classi-
cation results. This type of analysis can be found in image understanding














The performance of both 'pixel-based' (Chapter 2) and 'object-based' (Chap-
ter 4) image classication techniques is inherently limited by the available
sensory content (whether it be colour, shape or texture) each pixel or pixel
region contains. Many dierent object types in an urban scene can be sim-
ilar in shape and colour, for example road and pavement. Thus even with
object-based techniques, mis-classication of regions is possible.
Human visual perception relies to a large extent on a recognition of con-
text. In gure 5.1 (a) the blue square object could be a number of urban
objects, including a building, a swimming pool, or a road segment. How-
ever, when viewed within its context (gure 5.1 (b)), it is more likely to
be a building. Human visual perception works not only by looking at the
colour, shape and texture of individual objects. Object detection decisions
are heavily inuenced by a recognition that a scene is e.g. a middle-class
residential urban scene in Cape Town, South Africa. The interpreter has
a pre-built pattern, or an understanding, of what a scene should look like
before he interprets the image. He then utilizes this model to obtain the
most likely description of the scene based on the image content.
5.1.1 An understanding through spatial relationships and se-
mantics.
We will now take a more in-depth analysis of the nature of this 'understand-
ing', in order to formalize it. Visual interpretation of any scene relies on
inherent laws on the spatial arrangements or semantics of objects in a scene.
These laws are dierent depending on the type of scene. Lets take a scene of
a simple kitchen room, for instance. We hold intrinsic knowledge that coee
cups should be on tables, chairs near tables, table tops parallel to oor. If
we saw a large object on the table that we were unsure of, we would un-












Figure 5.1: Classifying an object in an urban scene through context.
The light blue object can be classied: a) without context: classication is
based solely on low-level colour, texture and shape features. b) With context:
classication is based on low-level features as well as higher level contextual
features.
A house can decomposes into walls, walls into bricks, bricks into a certain
colour or texture. The recognition of this house is not solely based on the
colour and texture of an individual brick, but the combination of all elements
- the mosaic of bricks together represent a wall, and the position and angles
of walls together represent a house. We could then easily classify an object
on the house as being a brick because it falls into the context of its surround-
ings. Likewise when looking at an urban scene, a city can decompose into
residential area, CBD, heritage sites, a residential area into road networks,
suburb blocks and parks, a suburb block into clusters of houses and trees,
a cluster of houses into an individual house, and an individual house into
roof planes, edges, walls. The recognition of a building will be largely in-
uenced by an awareness of its semantic entities. In recent years there has
been attempts to emulate this concept to improve image analysis, especially
in applications such as content-based image retrieval and multimedia appli-
cations, and to a lesser extent urban remote sensing. This methodology has
been widely referred to as 'image understanding'.
5.2 General Framework for Aerial Image Under-
standing
5.2.1 Concept
We will now look at a general framework for aerial Image Understanding
(IU), adapted from (Matsuyama and Hwang, 1990). The fundamental con-
cept in IU is that observed features are not simply labeled into a predened











complete and idealized description of the scene is constructed, even if it is
only partially depicted by the initial observed features. The information
for this idealized description is induced from what we will call a 'contextual
model'. A contextual model is a template for what a scene should look like.
It could consist of the various spatial relation laws / semantics mentioned
above, and is often in the form of a hierarchical model, semantic network, or
contextual feature space.
To recap the standard image classication routine in a theoretical man-
ner, features in the form of object regions are extracted from an image by
segmentation. These features are given more meaning by classication. The
classication of a feature is normally based on the properties of that indi-
vidual feature. This can be referred to as a bottom-up analysis. In IU, these
extracted features, whether they are a segmentation or classication result,
are then matched / tested against the contextual model. The goal is to
reach a nal scene description that matches the contextual model as closely
as possible. The contextual model complements missing but necessary infor-
mation. Thus an IU System is designed to produce good quality nal results
even with poor quality bottom-up results.
5.2.2 Scene-matching
Dierent contextual models are required for dierent scene types. Consider-
ing urban scenes, a contextual model could consist of a single generic model
which is suitable for any urban scene anywhere in the world. Such a model is
limited because urban scenes dier signicantly according to socio-economic,
cultural and land-use planning dierences. Dierent contextual models ought
to be dened that are tailored to a specic scene type (e.g. Southern African
industrial, western city commercial, London CBD, Paris CBD). Thus the
rst important step in an image understanding procedure is to choose an
appropriate contextual model. This choice can be made manually by prior
knowledge of the scene type. If we knew that the scene to classify is an
industrial area in Johannesberg, the analyst simply chooses the 'Southern
African Industrial' model. What would happen if the scene to classify were
made up of several dierent land-uses? In this case the classication system
makes the choice for each target land-use area based on the initial bottom-up
results. For this to happen, a predened set of contextual models is required.
For each land-use region, the land-use model that has greatest similarity to
the bottom-up features is selected. This is known as 'scene-matching'. This
is the same as land-use classication for the urban scene case.
5.2.3 Top-down analysis
With an appropriate contextual model, the top-down inferencing stage can











contextual model. Through the constraints / parameter range imposed by
the contextual model, pruning and instantiation can take place. Pruning
means to delete objects that are inconsistent with the model. Instantiation
means to create a new object if it is required to ll a gap in the model.
We will look at an example to clarify this concept. Lets say an agricultural
eld was detected near buildings in a scene during the bottom-up phase. In
the top-down phase, the contextual model has a law that says, since this
is a scene of a residential area, vegetated patches near buildings are likely
to be 'lawn'. The detection of the agricultural eld is thus inconsistent
with the model, and it is deleted (pruning). A new 'lawn' object is created
(instantiation) so that consistency with the model is reached.
In a top-down phase, reasoning has to be performed under incomplete
data, since automated feature extraction results are never perfect. Many
systems thus rely on the well established machine learning techniques that
deal with reasoning under uncertainty, such as Bayesian statistics and Fuzzy
logic.
Classication-based-segmentation
A fundamental issue with IU systems is that the initial bottom-up routine is
imperfect. Indeed, a segmentation routine can never produce perfect results
(Matsuyama and Hwang, 1990). The goal in IU is to rst establish a global
context or likely description based on an imperfect segmentation, and then
to recover the imperfection. Benz et al. (2004) describes an iterative classi-
cation strategy for solving this problem, as follows: An initial, preliminary
classication is performed. The classier has now built up some knowledge
about the scene, albeit with uncertainty. A top-down inference can then take
place using a contextual model to improve the initial interpretation. A 3rd
classication may then be performed, in fact as many as it takes to build up
sucient knowledge. Since the success of these classications is completely
reliant on a successful initial segmentation, a good technique is to perform
a new and improved segmentation after every classication. Additional in-
put to these intermediate segmentations is the newly discovered information
from previous classication results. This has been termed `classication-
based-segmentation'. Thus a classier learns higher level information over
time.
Matsuyama and Hwang (1990) propose an aerial IU system that incor-
porates a classication-based-segmentation procedure. Initially, bottom-up
features are extracted by a segmentation routine, and an appropriate contex-
tual model chosen. During a top-down phase, hypotheses for instantiation
are generated based on the model. Additional segmentations are then per-
formed in order to satisfy these hypotheses. The segmentations are localized,
and tuned to extract those specic features that the contextual model re-











is required at location D, near a particular house. If the driveway is already
there in the initial segmentation, the relation is conrmed and stored. If the
driveway is missing, another segmentation is performed only on the region
around D, where parameters are tuned to extract driveway features. If it
is detected, the hypothesis is conrmed. A reasoning agent convenes the
global scene description, by checking consistency between bottom-up and
top-down results, and choosing an appropriate routine based on the current
scene description, with the goal of reaching an ideal description.
5.2.4 Philosophical point of view
Human visual perception consists of sensation and perception (Matsuyama
and Hwang, 1990). Sensation can be dened as instantaneous absolute mea-
surement. At sensation level, we are always looking at objects we have never
seen before. Perception can be dened as persistent relative recognition. At
perception level, we perceive familiar objects. If you look at a brick wall,
sensation reveals a brownish color, a rough texture, rectangular shapes, and
lines between the rectangles. This is a bottom-up analysis. Through per-
ception, these features are grouped together and int rpreted to be individual
bricks that make up a wall. A more global awareness will group the wall with
other walls, desks, chairs. Primarily through object types and the spatial
relations of these objects, the scene will be interpreted to be a e.g. kitchen.
Thus scene-matching has been performed. Now that we know we are looking
at a kitchen, it would be easy to detect a chair, and this is the top-down
phase. Sensory information need not contain complete information about
a scene, since it is only used to trigger our recognition of the scene type.
If we had to squint our eyes so that sensory information looses quality, we
would probably still recognise the scene to be a kitchen. To quote Gregory
(Gregory, 1970):
perception is not a matter of sensory information giving per-
ception and guiding behavior directly, but rather the perceptual
system is a 'look up' system in which sensory information is used
to build gradually, and to select from, an internal repertoire of
'perceptual hypotheses'  which are the nearest we ever get to
reality.
5.2.5 Dening a contextual model
We will now look at technical approaches to the formulation of a contextual
model. Formulating the context of a scene type involves the generalization
of a wide variety of complex spatial relations, clustering properties and pat-
terns. The rest of this chapter will be devoted to a review of works that have













A formal description of spatial relations is a topic that has been important
in geographical information sciences, robotics and Content Based Image Re-
trieval (CBIR), to answer questions about topology and to perform spatial
queries (Liu et al., 2008). Four types of spatial relations can be identied in
the literature (Hernandez-Gracidas and Sucar, 2007):
1. Topological relations (e.g. meet, disjoint): These are preserved un-
der the topological transformations translation, rotation and scaling.
There exists one and only one topological relation between any two
objects.
2. Directional relations (e.g. left, above): These are preserved under scal-
ing and translation, but variable under rotation. More than one direc-
tional relation may exist between any two objects.
3. Distance relations: These are based on distance measurements between
the boundaries or centroids of objects. Preserved under rotation and
translation, but variable under scaling.
4. Fuzzy relations: Measured in vague terms, e.g. near, far.
5.3.1 Topological relations
The rst formalization of topological spatial relations between two entities
was the 4 - Intersection Model (4-IM), developed by Egenhofer and Franzosa
(1991). It is a simple model that is currently widely used and extended. The
4-IM determines the unique binary topological relation between two regions
(without holes) in 2D (Rathi and Majumdar, 2002). This is determined by
analyzing the intersections (or non-intersections) between their interiors and
boundaries. The 4-IM is represented by a 2x2 matrix, as shown in equation
5.1 (adaption from Rathi and Majumdar, 2002):
F (A,B) =
Aint ∩Bint Aint ∩Bb
Ab ∩Bint Ab ∩Bb
(5.1)
where Aint is the interior of region A, and Ab is the boundary of region
A. Thus between two regions, eight dierent topological relations may be
dened (refer to gure 5.2):




















Figure 5.2: Topological relations: The 4 - Intersection Model (4-IM) (Egen-
hofer and Franzosa, 1991).
The 4-IM determines the unique binary topological relation between two
regions A (blue square) and B (brown circle) in 2D.











Directional spatial relations are normally employed to accompany and en-
hance topological relations in CBIR tasks. They can either be quantitative
or qualitative. Quantitative relations refer to numerical values in degrees,
minutes and seconds. This is normally computed between two objects by cal-











Figure 5.3: The direction-relation matrix model (Goyal and Egenhofer,
2000a).
The cardinal direction of object B with respect to object A is described by
recording all tiles into which a part of B falls.
axis (Longley et al., 1990). Qualitative cardinal direction relations are based
on a discrete set of symbols, e.g. {left, right, above, below}, or {N, S, E, W,
NE, SE, SW, NW}. Cardinal direction relations are often employed in CBIR
tasks (see section 5.4.1). Cardinal direction models such as the cone-based
model and project-based model (Frank, 1991) have been proposed. However,
these models are only suitable when the reference object is a point. They
are inadequate to model the spatial relationships between objects found in a
typical image segmentation, which are areal. The shape of areal objects will
have an inuence on cardinal direction (Goyal and Egenhofer, 2000b).
The direction-relation matrix model (Goyal and Egenhofer, 2000a) is a
cardinal direction model designed for areal objects, where the inuence of
objects' shapes are considered. It works by considering the reference object
within a reference frame (see gure 5.3). The reference frame has nine di-
rection tiles: N, S, E, W, NE, SE, SW, NW. The cardinal direction of a
target object with respect to the reference object is described by recording
all tiles into which a part of the target object falls. This model is suitable
for region-like objects, but fails to model point-like or line-like objects that
are also typically found in an image segmentation. To resolve this issue, the
direction-relation model was extended to the deep direction-relation matrix
model (Goyal and Egenhofer, 2000b), which is able to produce consistent re-
lations independent of object type (whether it be points, lines or polygons).
This is accomplished by initially determining the object types of both refer-











Figure 5.4: Quantitative distance between two groups of objects with dier-
ent sizes (Liu et al., 2008)
The distance between the top two objects can be perceived to be smaller
than the distance between the bottom two objects, due to the dierence in
object sizes.
5.3.3 Metric relations
Metric, or distance relations can be quantitative or qualitative. The quan-
titative distance between two areal objects A and B can be determined by
computing the Euclidean distance between either th centroids or boundaries
of A and B (Longley et al., 1990). However, as with directional relations, the
shape and size of areal objects can have an inuence on one's interpretation
of a distance relation. Considering object size, the distance between A and
B can be interpreted to be relatively larger if A and B were relatively large
objects (see gure 5.4). Liu et al. (2008) propose a relative distance measure







where Distance(A,B) is the Euclidean distance between either the centroids
or the boundaries of A and B,C(A) is the convex hull of A, and C(B) is the
convex hull of B.
The qualitative distance between two objects can be obtained by quanti-
sizing the quantitative distance value to obtain a group of distinctions, such
as far and close.
5.3.4 Fuzzy relations
Besides the the crisp topological, directional and metric relations mentioned
above, fuzzy (see section 3.4 for fuzzy set theory) relations have been pro-
posed in order to provide more robust qualitative decisions to vague quan-
titative relation measurements. For instance, a crisp set on the qualitative
distance relations near and far would require a quantitative distance mea-











gories. A fuzzy set on these categories, on the other hand, would introduce
exibility to subjectivity inherent in the denitions of these relations.
Liu et al. (2008) presents a framework of spatial relations for areal and
non-overlapping objects such as those found in a typical image segmentation.
The main objective is to employ these spatial relations to improve object
classication in an OBIA (see section 4.3) environment. It is pointed out
that the 4-IM is inadequate, since only two relations (disjoint and meet)
occur (since objects do not overlap). They thus propose a new set of quasi-
topological relations, some of them being fuzzy. They are termed 'quasi-
topological' because they are based on the 4-IM model, but may not satisfy
the constraint of topology, i.e. preservation under transformation.
Relations between two areal objects (Liu et al., 2008)
For relations between two areal objects, six relations are dened: disjoint,
surroundedBy, surround, invade, invadedBy, and s-meet (refer to gure 5.5).
Disjoint is the same as that in the 4-IM (see gure 5.2). The surround and
surroundedBy relations are analogous to contains and inside of the 4-IM,
and are determined by considering the boundaries and the convex hulls of
objects. Invade, invadedBy, and s-meet are quantitative fuzzy relations. To
determine whether an object B invades an object A, a fuzzy membership
function is established based on the following formulation:
invades(A,B) =
area(C(A) ∩ C(B) ∩A)
area(A)
(5.2)
where area is a function that computes the area of a region, and C(A)
is the convex hull of A.
Relations between two line-like objects (Liu et al., 2008)
Relations between two line-like objects consists of the six quasi-topological
relations by viewing them as areal objects, as well as additional relations
by abstracting them to two-dimensional real lines. These additional rela-
tions are dependent on the objects shape, and include along, connect, merge,
mergedWith, l-meet, and crosses (refer to gure 5.6). An object's shape is
determined by computing a 'Relative Longness index' (RLI). This is the ra-
tio of the length and the width of an object. Line Like Objects (LLO) have
a large RLI. Point Like Objects (PLO) have a small RLI. A fuzzy denition
of LLOs and PLOs is proposed, where a membership function is constructed
based on the RLI. The relations are described as follows:
For two LLOs A and B:















Figure 5.5: Quasi-topological relations between two areal objects (Liu et al.,
2008).
where length(b(B)∩ b(A)) is the length of intersection of the boundaries
of A and B, and lengthb(B) is the length of the boundary of B.
• Connect, merge, mergedWith, and l-meet : For these relations, length(b(B)∩
b(A)) must be below a certain threshold. The relations are discrimi-
nated based on how A and B are adjacent.
• The crosses relation is determined when three LLOs are involved, due
to the constraints of non-overlapping objects.
Aksoy et al. (2003) similarly proposes a set of fuzzy spatial relations for areal
objects. The goal is to establish a visual grammar that will improve CBIR
of remote sensing images. The following fuzzy spatial relations are dened:
disjoined, bordering, invaded by, surrounded by, near, far, right, left, above
and below. The computation of fuzzy membership functions are based on
measurements such as perimeter, shape moments, and orientations of the
objects concerned. The fuzzy relations are dened as follows:
For two objects A and B: Let
dAB = Distance between A and B. This is based on the smallest Eu-
clidean distance between the boundary pixels of A and B.
αAB = Angle between A and B. This is the angle between the horizontal
(column) axis and the line joining the centroids of A and B.
µAB = common perimeter between A and B / perimeter of A. The
common perimeter between A and B is the length of that line segment that











For the topological relations disjoined, bordering, and invaded by, a fuzzy
set is dened on µAB. For the distance relations near and far, a fuzzy set
is dened on dAB. For the orientation relations right, left, above and below,
a fuzzy set is dened on αAB .
5.4 Image understanding studies
The question of how to reduce the gap between how humans perceive a scene
and how current automated feature extraction systems describe a scene is
largely unanswered. Studies that incorporate the IU principle can be found in
several dierent research domains, the most prominent being Content Based
Image Retrieval (CBIR), and to a lesser extent remote sensing. The majority
of CBIR studies deal with ground-based images. Nevertheless, techniques
that are relevant to aerial image analysis can be drawn from a selection of
studies.
In the rest of this chapter a short review of CBIR theory will be presented,
followed by relevant CBIR studies. This will be followed by a more in-depth
review of aerial image understanding studies. The following terms will be
used throughout the rest of this discussion. Low-level features are those
spectral, shape and textural features that can be extracted from a single
object obtained from a typical image segmentation. High-level features refer
to contextual measurements in a scene, such as the spatial relationships
between objects.
5.4.1 Content Based Image Retrieval
Image retrieval is the extraction of a subset of images from an image set
according to predened criteria (Smith and Chang, 1997). If these criteria
are the visual contents of the image i.e. colour, texture, shape features, it
is referred to as Content Based Image retrieval (CBIR). CBIR is an active
research area in Computer Vision. It is a required tool for browsing, search-
ing and retrieving images from the currently many large image databases in
application domains such as fashion, crime prevention, publishing, medicine,
and architecture, as well as remote sensing (Liu et al., 2007). A typical
CBIR query could read retrieve all outdoor scene images from an image
database. Thus a characterization of prototype scenes is required, as well
as a scene-matching methodology, which is relevant to the objectives of this
thesis.
A CBIR system can work by extracting either global image features or
local object features. In terms of global features, Oliva and Torralba (2001)
for instance argue that a scene can be categorized without initial segmenta-
tion and classication of the image. A holistic representation of the structure
of a real world scene is proposed, what they term a `spatial envelope'. In











Figure 5.6: Quasi-topological relations between two line-like objects (Liu
et al., 2008).
Line-like objects have a large Relative Longness Index (RLI). RLI is the ratio











objects. The spatial envelope consists of a set of perceptual dimensions (nat-
uralness, openness, roughness, ruggedness and expansion) that represents the
dominant spatial structure of a scene. These dimensions are reliably esti-
mated using spectral and coarsely localized information. The model consists
of a multidimensional space where scenes belonging to the same semantic
categories (e.g. streets, coasts, trees) are projected closed together. Exper-
imental results show that a holistic representation of a scene is sucient to
inform its likely semantic category.
Jing et al. (2003) argues that a single signature computed for the entire
image cannot suciently capture the important properties of individual ob-
jects. Region-Based Image Retrieval (RBIR), on the other hand, represents
images at object-level, usually through an initial segmentation of the image.
RBIR is considered by Jing et al., (2003) to be closer to perception of the
human visual system. It is currently an established and popular CBIR tech-
nique. We will prefer to use the term Object-Based Image Retrieval (OBIR)
in keeping terminology consistent with the rest of the thesis.
Technical overview of OBIR:
A typical OBIR system is designed as follows (adaption from Liu et al.
(2007)).
1. Perform segmentation of the entire scene. This is technically similar
to the aerial image segmentation procedures covered in section 4.1.
2. Extract features from the image objects. These can include colour,
texture, shape (low-level) and spatial relation (high-level) features.
3. Dene similarity between two images. This is normally based on the
distances between object features in two images.
OBIR based on spatial relations:
A standard OBIR system works by matching a training image A to a target
image B by comparing the values of low-level features of objects in A and B..
Many authors have expressed the inability of such systems in reducing the
semantic gap. The semantic gap is the dierence between the way a human
interprets a scene in an image, and that produced by low-level features. In
an eort to reduce the semantic gap, the image understanding concept has
been explored, mostly by modeling the spatial relations of image objects.
For instance, sky and ocean may have similar colour, texture and shape
properties, whereas sky is always above sea.
Ma and Manjunath (1997) segments an image and extracts colour, tex-
ture, and shape features from each image object. Spatial location informa-
tion is appended to each object in order to improve retrieval performance.











well as its minimum bounding rectangle (MBR). Similarity between objects
in two images is dened as the degree of overlap of their MBRs.
Smith and Chang (1997) measures similarity between two images based
on colour, object sizes, and the absolute and relative spatial location of
objects. The querying process is hierarchical: Candidate images are initially
selected based just on colour and sizes. This selection is then pruned based
on spatial location. The matching based on absolute spatial location works
by rst computing matching scores between individual objects in two images.
These scores are based on a comparison of the coordinates of object centroids
and their MBRs. Matching multiple objects in two images is then performed
by intersecting the individual object matching scores. Thus a nal match is
obtained based on the absolute location of all objects in the images.
With these last two studies, in drawing from the IU framework in section
5.2, we can say that a contextual model is built based on the absolute spatial
locations of individual objects in a scene. This can be useful for e.g. detecting
inconsistencies in surveillance images, where the absolute p sition of objects
is important. Intuitively, urban scene context is not well dened by the
absolute position of urban objects, unless we wish to characterise e.g. 'scenes
with schools in the upper left region'. What is more relevant is the relative
spatial location of all objects in a scene, or the denition of a single model
based on the spatial pattern of all objects.
Ren et al. (2002) denes six spatial relations for an object pair: They
make the observation that directional as well as topological relations are
required to provide a complete representation of the semantic / structural
image content. The six relations are: left, right, up, down (directional),
meet, and front (topological). These relations are modeled on segmented
and classied objects in an image by comparing object centroids. For every
object pair in an image, a spatial feature vector is constructed with the
following format: <image name, object A name, object A index, object B
name, object B index, right, left, up, down, front, touch>. The last six
values are binary true or false. Thus for each image a set of spatial feature
vectors exists, of equal length. Similarity between two images is measured
by comparing their spatial feature vector sets. The overall similarity score
is based on the number of identically classied objects, the proportion of
identical spatial relations between the same two objects in both images, and
the number of identical objects that share similar spatial regions. Thus in
this case a contextual model of a scene consists of a list of topological /
directional spatial relations between all object pairs in the scene.
Hernandez-Gracidas and Sucar (2007) improves object classication re-
sults in ground-based images by modeling segmented image objects with
spatial relations within an MRF (see section 4.2.1) framework. The mo-
tivation is that improved object classication results will yield improved











1. An image is segmented and classied based on low-level feature extrac-
tion.
2. The following topological and directional relations are then computed
between objects: meet, disjoint (topological), beside (either left or
right), horizontally aligned, vertically aligned, above and below (direc-
tional).
3. The object classication results are then improved by modeling the
spatial relations with an MRF. This is done by representing the image
content as a graph, where each image object is represented by a node in
the graph and the spatial relation between two objects represented by
an edge between the two nodes. Spatial relation probability laws are
extracted from trained images and fused with expert knowledge. This
is done by observing the frequency at which a spatial relation occurs
between two object types. Then in the unknown query image, the
probability of occurrence of a certain spatial relation between each pair
of classied objects is obtained. This will generate a probability of an
object belonging to a certain class based on its neighbourhood objects.
The MRF works in such a way that the most probable classication
conguration for the whole scene is generated.
The method was tested on a set of landscape images and shows an improve-
ment of almost 9% compared to the initial bottom-up classication results.
Rathi and Majumdar (2002) propose an image retrieval system that in-
cludes spatial relations between objects, where the objective is to facilitate
the eective searching of images on the world wide web. The motivation to
include spatial relations is that users often search for images that contain
specic objects with specic directional and topological relations between
them. Their spatial relation model is described as follows: After objects in
an image have been manually classied, spatial relations are computed be-
tween them. The 4-IM is used to describe the topological relation between
two objects. The following directional relations are dened: left-of, right-
of, above, below. As in (Hernandez-Gracidas and Sucar, 2007), an image
is represented by a graph, where each object corresponds to a node in the
graph. An edge between two nodes corresponds to the directional (if any)
and topological relations between the two objects. An edge also contains the
Euclidean distance between the centroids of the two objects. The problem
of nding similarity between two images thus gets reduced to one of graph
matching. A short overview of the graph matching procedure is as follows:
The similarity between two images A and B, each containing two objects
OA,1, OA,2 and OB,1, OB,2 respectively is dened as a combined measure of
the following four components:












2. Directional Similarity: This determines to what extent the directional
relations between OA,1 and OA,2 match the directional relations be-
tween OB,1 and OB,2.
3. Topological Similarity: Likewise, this determines to what extent the
topological relations between OA,1 and OA,2 match those between OB,1,
OB,2.
4. Distance Similarity: This is based on how well the Euclidean distance
between the centroids of OA,1 and OA,2 match the Euclidean distance
between the centroids of OB,1 and OB,2.
Thus from the above studies we draw two approaches to constructing a con-
textual model. One approach is to extract a list of high-level spatial relation
features from the imagery. The other approach is to represent the image
content as a graph, where an object corresponds to a node in the graph, and
an edge between two nodes corresponds to the spatial relations between two
objects. We will now move on to aerial image understanding studies.
5.4.2 Aerial image understanding studies
The following is a review of ve studies that apply the IU principle to remote
sensing (aerial) images, either to improve object classication or to perform
scene-matching.
Durand (2007) presents a top-down methodology for improving the clas-
sication of objects in remote sensing images. A contextual model is con-
structed in the form of a semantic network using symbolic supervised ma-
chine learning tools presented in (Sheeren et al., 2006). A semantic network
is made up of a set of concepts (e.g. building, building cluster, tree), their
attributes, and their relations to each other) (see gure 5.7). In this study,
concept attributes are identical to low-level features (colour, shape). In
a bottom-up analysis, the authors segment an image and extract a set of
spectral and shape features for each image object. To recap the standard
object-oriented classication task, an individual image object is associated
to a class based on a comparison of that object's features and an individual
class' feature space. In this study, the authors propose a comparison of an
object's features with their semantic network in order to gain an awareness of
the context in which an object lies. This is done as follows. A local matching
score is computed between an object and a concept in the semantic network.
This matching score is based on the distance between the image object's
features and the features of a concept in the network. If the matching is
signicant, a traverse down the semantic network takes place to compute a
global matching score. The global matching score is a linear combination
of local similarity measures between image object and concept, starting at











The global matching score gives an assessment of how well an image object
matches a certain concept within the hierarchy of concepts in the semantic
network. Thus an image object is given semantic meaning. In other words,
each object is initially classied based on the constraints of the contextual
model. Thus image objects are not classied rst and then evaluated against
a contextual model. Rather, they are classied through an evaluation against
a contextual model. The eectiveness of the proposed method is shown by
experimentation with a high resolution multispectral Quickbird image of an
urban district of Strasbourg, France.
Aksoy et al. (2003) formulates a set of spatial relations, which have al-
ready been discussed in section 5.3.4. The goal is to establish a visual gram-
mar that will improve content based image retrieval of remote sensing images.
In order to describe their procedure, lets dene the term 'object' to mean
e.g. residential area, lake, park, elds, CBD area, snow, tidal ats (large
scale). A prototype scene consists of a group of particular objects (e.g. tree
covered islands, residential areas with coastline, snow covered mountains).
They dene a level 3 feature to be a combination of spatial relation features
(all possible pairwise object combinations). For example, for the three small
scale objects; road, building and car, six pairwise combinations exist. A
car may be surrounded by road, car right of building, building left of car,
building above road, road below building, road surrounding car.
A scene matching methodology is presented, where an unknown scene is
allocated to one of a predetermined set of prototype scenes. The procedure
operates as follows. For an unknown scene to be tested:
1. The scene is segmented to nd object boundaries.
2. Objects are classied based on low-level features.
3. Spatial relation features are established.
4. A Bayesian framework is set up to match a scene based on its level 3
feature distribution.
In more detail on step 4., the Bayesian framework learns prototype scenes
based on automatic selection of distinguishing (frequently occurring / rarely
occurring) level 3 features. This concept will now be explained. To train the
scene-matcher, the user selects a set of training images. Each training image
contains example scenes for each prototype scene. For each training image:
1. Count the number of times each possible level 3 feature occurs, for each
prototype scene. A level 3 feature of interest is that which frequently
occurs in a particular prototype, but rarely in others. This is deter-
mined by selecting those level 3 features that cause the largest class
separability. Thus for each prototype a contextual model is constructed











contextual model is learned for a prototype by observing which specic
combinations of object spatial relationships are unique to that scene.
2. Use Bayes rule (see equation 4.1) to estimate a particular prototype
for an unknown image scene based on its level 3 feature distribution.
In summary, this study denes dierent contextual models for dierent scene
types. The models consist of a set of high-level spatial relation features
unique to that scene type. Scene-matching is conducted by comparing the
high-level feature space of each scene type to the high-level feature space of
the input scene.
Liu et al. (2008) formulates a set of spatial relations, which are discussed
in section 5.3.4. A case study is presented where it is shown that the use of
these spatial relations can improve the extraction of car objects from a high
resolution aerial image of an urban scene. Their method operates as follows:
1. Firstly the image is segmented with optimum parameters that enable
delineation of roads and cars.
2. Roads are classied as being line-like, or having a number of lanes that
are line-like, using a Relative Longness index (bottom-up phase).
3. Car objects are classied based on the following properties:
(a) Non line-like.
(b) Surrounded by or invading a road or lane.
(c) Neighbouring road or lane.
(d) Area of car objects between two thresholds.
(e) If two car objects are close together, they are merged.
An accuracy assessment shows signicant improvement in car detection re-
sults when using high-level features (as opposed to just low-level features),
on a particular road for this particular dataset. This study provides promis-
ing contextual image interpretation in an OBIA environment. However, the
interpretation essentially consists of specic spatial constraints for specic
objects, optimally tuned to a specic dataset. An ideal contextual image
interpreter should recognise the context of any type of scene, and interpret
the scene using parameters suited to that scene type.
Porway et al. (2008) denes a contextual model in the form of a hierarchi-
cal, semantic network of an urban scene (refer gure 5.7). The objective of
this study is to improve the extraction of urban objects in aerial images. The
model starts at scene level, which is the entire scene. Scene level decomposes
into groups of objects, such as blocks of buildings or rows of cars. Object











Figure 5.7: The hierarchical, semantic network of an urban scene used in
(Porway et al., 2008).
Scene level decomposes into groups of objects, such as blocks of buildings or
rows of cars. Object groups decompose into single objects, such as a building,
which decomposes further into parts and primitives. This hierarchical model












further into parts and primitives. This hierarchical model helps capture ob-
jects, as well as the dierent characteristics of the scene, at varying scales.
Their approach to classifying objects in an urban scene is as follows:
1. Detect roofs, roads and other urban objects using Compositional Boost-
ing (a method for nding image structures) and low-level features
(bottom-up phase). This is designed to produce a high true positive
rate, at the cost of many false positives.
2. Activate high-level features to resolve inconsistent false positives (top-
down phase).
More detail on step 2 is as follows. In the training phase, high-level fea-
tures such as relative scale, relative position, relative orientation, percentage
overlap and aspect ratio are learned from a training set of manually labeled
aerial images. For example, all 'buildings near roads' in a training image
are identied, and the distance between them returned. These values are
then modeled in a histogram, in order to learn a prior probability model to
be used in an MRF framework. The classication proposals in step 1 that
are inconsistent with the model are then pruned, with the goal of arriving
at the most likely description of the scene. In an experiment, 196 multires-
olution training images were taken from Google Earth and hand-labeled to
learn their prior model. For their testing set, three Google Earth images
were mosaicked together from many smaller high resolution images. This al-
lowed their detectors to run at multiple scales for each image. Results show
a drastic reduction in false positives after implementing the top-down phase.
As already mentioned, an ideal image understanding system should be
able to work on any input scene. The contextual model should thus be con-
structed from a large amount of well distributed and representative sample
scenes. The system proposed in (Porway et al., 2008) is promising because
they used a large amount of training images to construct their contextual
model. An issue with this system, however, is that only one contextual model
is dened (no scene-matching methodology is implemented).
Urban scenes while similar are signicantly dierent due to the planning
policies for dierent land-use types. There are signicant structural dier-
ences between (e.g. CBD, low cost housing development, industrial). The
training images that were chosen in (Porway et al., 2008) either consisted of
a combination of such scene types (which would yield soft peaked training
histograms and thus less class discrimination), or more or less the same par-
ticular scene type (which would yield unwanted results if the scene that were
to be tested is dierent in structure to that scene type). To build a more
generic and robust classier, contextual discrimination of scene types (such
as that proposed in Aksoy et al., 2003) is required. Aksoy's system, however,











not necessarily urban land-use scenes. Land-use context needs to be char-
acterised and formulated in order to discriminate between dierent land-use
scenes.
This is the issue that this thesis focuses on. A characterization of land-
use context is necessary for performing urban scene-matching (i.e. land-use
classication) based on bottom-up classication results. With the knowledge
of land-use for a scene to classify, top-down methods can be employed to
produce an accurate nal scene description, based on a land-use contextual
model.
A land-use classication study related to South African urban context
can be seen in (Busgeeth et al., 2008). The authors propose a hierarchical,
rule-based land-use classication system designed to detect South African
informal settlements. Three classication stages are carried out. The rst
distinguishes built-up from non built-up areas. The second dierentiates
formal from informal settlements. The third level refers to sub-classes. A
formal settlement, for example, can decompose into high rise buildings / for-
mal township / mining hostel. Informal settlements are distinguished from
formal settlements based on the following features: average building size,
building size variety, formalized / informalized street pattern, and tarred
/ gravel roads. Sub-classes are classied based on the following features:
material composition of buildings, homogeneous / heterogeneous roofs, build-
ing density, presence of engineering services, and presence of infrastructure.
Experiments were conducted on Quickbird imagery of the Soweto region in
South Africa. Built-up areas were manually delineated. The above features
used by the classier were manually extracted from the imagery. The clas-
sication system was eective to the second level (in dierentiating formal
from informal).
In a second experiment in (Busgeeth et al., 2008), an automated land-
use classication system is proposed. To train the classier, sample scenes of
image tiles 120m by 120m are generated from manually delineated regions of
known land use. Local binary pattern features are automatically extracted
from these regions and used to train a Support Vector Machine. The classier
works by moving a 120m by 120m window over the input image to produce
an overlapping set of tiles. Each tile is classied using the trained Support
Vector Machine. Experiments were conducted on the Soweto dataset. The
classier was able to separate built-up from non built-up areas, as well as
formal from informal. No quantitative accuracies were given.
The rst phase of this study shows that formal / informal land-use dis-
crimination can be accomplished based on a set of high-level contextual fea-
tures. These features give insight as to how land-use classes can be separated.
The features were, however, manually extracted. The human eye might eas-
ily recognise formalized / informalized street pattern, but for automation
objectives, this feature needs to be dened in order to be quantitatively ex-











Figure 5.8: Land-use segmentation and classication based on image objects.
1) Bottom-up object classication is performed. 2) Land-use segmentation is
performed based on object features. 3) Land-use classication is performed
based on object features.
expert knowledge. Ideally, from all possible discriminatory features that can
be automatically extracted from imagery, an optimum subset needs to be
established that causes greatest land-use separation.
The second phase of their study is promising as it shows that land-use
classication can be performed in an automated fashion. The system is
based on global image features (features extracted from the raw imagery).
The other option is to extract features from image objects, i.e., segmented
regions. This technique is considered closer to human visual perception, as
it captures the important properties of individual objects (Jing et al., 2003)
(refer to section 5.4.1). A moving window strategy such as that proposed in
(Busgeeth et al., 2008) will be ineective in performing land-use classication
based on the properties of objects, since a small window will not capture the
properties of groups of objects. A larger window would not work since land-
use borders wouldn't be captured. Thus a segmentation and classication of
land use regions is required, based on bottom-up object features (see gure
5.8).
The next chapter will detail the design of a proposed urban aerial image
understanding system. The two major contributions are in the contextual
model denition and scene-matching phases. The approach to dening a
contextual model is to establish a set of high-level features from training
images, as used in most of the above studies. In more detail, urban land-use
context is characterised by extracting a set of high-level features from sample
images of dierent land-use types. An automated land-use classication












An Urban Aerial Image
Understanding Approach
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter Image Understanding (IU) theory was presented
along with various aerial and ground-based image approaches. This chapter
will detail the design of an urban aerial image understanding system.
In the previous chapter in section 5.2 a general framework for aerial IU
was presented. In summary, this framework consists of the following:
1. Bottom-up feature extraction
2. Contextual model deni ion
3. Scene-matching
4. Top-down inferencing
The major contribution of this thesis is in steps 2. and 3. The motivation is
that whilst well established urban scene bottom-up techniques already exist,
no formal denition of urban land-use context has been well established in
the literature. 'Context' refers to the spatial patterns and shape features of
predominant urban objects that characterise a scene type. The top-down
phase is considered a future research direction.
6.2 Proposed Methodology and Rationale
The proposed approach consists of the following:
1. Construction of an urban contextual model.











For the rest of this discussion the above will be refered to as 'part 1' and
'part 2'. In part 1 of this research, manually labeled sample scenes of dif-
ferent land-use types are analyzed. A set of high-level features is extracted
from the sample scenes in a similar manner to that in Porway et al. (2008).
Multivariate statistical visualization tools are utilized to observe consisten-
cies in feature measurements for samples of the same land-use type. Thus
the separability of land-use classes in the high-level feature space is ana-
lyzed. This gives us an indication of the land-use discriminatory power of
the set of high-level features. A feature selection procedure (see section 2.6)
is used to compute an optimum subset of features that causes maximum
class separability. This answers the question as to what is context (research
question 1 in section 1.4). This high-level feature space may be regarded as
a 'scene descriptor', and can be used in top-down object extraction analyses
or land-use classication strategies.
Figure 6.1 illustrates a conceptual overview of our contextual model using
just two land-use types, 'medium density residential' and 'industrial', as
an example. Raw images containing these land-use scenes are manually
digitized. The gure shows how a residential scene may appear dierent
in structure to an industrial scene based on high-level features of building
and road objects. For instance, the industrial scene has a larger variety
of building sizes. Standard deviation (stdev) of building size may thus be a
candidate high-level feature. Other high-level feature candidates may include
mean building area, mean / stdev road width, mean building-to-road distance,
mean building-to-building distance, building density.
A set of high-level features are measured o several sample scenes of each
land-use type. For example, if 5 high-level features (f1,f2, ..., f5) were mea-
sured o 3 residential scenes (R1, R2, R3) and 3 industrial scenes (I1, I2, I3).
A 6X5 observation matrix then exists, as shown in equation 6.1
R1,f1 R1,f2 R1,f3 R1,f4 R1,f5
R2,f1 R2,f2 R2,f3 R2,f4 R2,f5
R3,f1 R3,f2 R3,f3 R3,f4 R3,f5
I1,f1 I1,f2 I1,f3 I1,f4 I1,f5
I2,f1 I2,f2 I2,f3 I2,f4 I2,f5
I3,f1 I3,f2 I3,f3 I3,f4 I3,f5
(6.1)
The multivariate statistical tools assess similarities within the residential
feature vectors (rst 3 rows), and likewise the industrial feature vectors (last
3 rows). They also assess dissimilarities between residential versus industrial
feature vectors. Thus the separability of the residential and industrial classes
is assessed, i.e., how well can these two classes be discriminated based solely
on the high-level features? This assessment is made by visual analysis of the
statistical plots. The plots also give an indication as to which features are
signicant in separating scenes. Feature signicance is then robustly deter-










wnFigure 6.1: Constructing a contextual model.
Manually digitized sample scenes of dierent land-use types are analysed.
The [f1, f2,....fn] denotes a high-level feature set (e.g. road-building distance,
building density, average building size). High-level features that cause dis-
crimination of land-use types are selected.
This routine attaches an importance index to each (f1,f2, ..., f5) according
to its signicance in separating classes. Features with the highest ranking
are then chosen to be our optimum subset of features, e.g. (f2, f4, f5). This
high-level feature space may be regarded as a denition of urban context.
In part 2 of this research an automated land-use classication routine is
proposed. Figure 6.2 illustrates the concept. Land-use regions are segmented
based on bottom-up object features. These segments are then classied to a
land-use based on a set of high-level features of the bottom-up object classi-
cation results. These high-level features are the same as those established in
part 1. The objective is to assess whether scene-matching of unknown scenes
can be performed based on these features, and to quantitatively assess the
scene-matching accuracies that can be obtained.
The high-level feature space, or scene descriptor, established in part 1,
is a template for what a scene should ideally look like. A proposed future
research direction would be to utilize this feature space as a constraint to
improve bottom-up results (the top-down phase). For example, to improve
object classication results of a scene that was classied as 'industrial', the












Figure 6.2: Land-use segmentation and classication based on image objects.
1) Bottom-up object classication is performed. 2) Land-use segmentation is
performed based on object features. 3) Land-use classication is performed
based on high-level features of bottom-up objects.
6.3 Construction of an Urban Contextual Model
From a theoretical point of view, the goal in the formulation of urban scene
context is to emulate the human visual system. Let us visualize two scenes
categorized as residential, in dierent parts of a city. Human vision would
probably recognise that these two scenes are residential. In other words the
context of the scenes is similar. Formulating these similarities, however, is
dicult. It involves the generalization of a wide variety of complex spatial
relations, clustering properties and patterns. The formulation process can
begin by recognizing, by visual analysis, a discrete set of high-level features
that have similar values for the same land-use type, and dissimilar values for
dierent land-use types. This is the general approach used in the majority of
image understanding studies (section 5.4). Useful urban scene features can
include spatial relation distance features (see section 5.3.3), such as building-
building distance and road-building distance, statistics of shape features such
as mean / stdev building area, mean / stdev road width, and other contextual
features such as building density. To build a 'residential scene signature',
these high-level features need to be extracted from residential scene samples
in order to gain a generalized model. This requires a formulation of each
feature based on image content. The more scene samples and the more
high-level features that are selected to learn a model, the more robust the
model will be. The model will be in the form of a high-dimensional high-
level feature space. The dimension is then reduced using data reduction
techniques (section 2.6), in order to gain a more compact model.
The proposed approach to constructing an urban scene contextual model
is as follows:
• Establish a set of land-use types (e.g. industrial, residential).
• Obtain a set of sample scenes for each land-use type.











• Formulate a set of high-level features, and extract these features from
each sample scene.
• Use multivariate statistical tools to test whether dierent land-use
scenes can be discriminated (separated) based on these high-level fea-
tures, and to observed which high-level features are signicant in sep-
arating scenes.
• Use a machine learning tool to rank each feature according to its sig-
nicance in separating land-use types. This ranking can be used to
select an optimal subset of features.
6.3.1 Land-use selection
A set of urban land-use types should be chosen by observing the various
dominant land-uses in a dataset. The goal in choosing land-use types is
to include all possible types, so that when classifying a scene it is likely to
fall into one of these categories. On the other hand too many types would
lead to some with similar high-level feature spaces, which is redundant. In
this research a limited number of land-use types were chosen due to time
constraints. The following were chosen:
• Residential medium density




6.3.2 Sample scene selection
For each land-use type, sample scene datasets are required for training the
model. The samples should be representative and diverse (obtained from a
large study area). As already mentioned, the more samples for each land-use
type the better, in order to generalize the formulation of context. In this
study, due to time constraints and availability of data, about ve samples
were chosen for each land-use type from well distributed spatial locations
and dierent suburbs in a 2007 high resolution RGB aerial image dataset of
the greater Cape Town region. Each sample consists of 500 - 2000 buildings.
Figures 6.3 - 6.7 show an example of a scene sample for each land-use type.











Figure 6.3: Seapoint: an example of a medium density residential scene.
The scene is characterised by invariant building sizes and road widths, and
a regular street pattern.
Figure 6.4: Crossroads: an example of a high density residential scene.
The scene is characterised by groups of compact buildings that are generally












Figure 6.5: Boys Town: an example of an informal scene.
The scene has narrow roads, and small compact buildings that are irregularly
dispersed.
Figure 6.6: Paarden Eiland: an example of an industrial scene.
The scene is characterised by large buildings. There is also a large variety of











Figure 6.7: Claremont: an example of a commercial scene.
A very large variety of building sizes is present, including one large build-
ing (a shopping mall). Like the industrial scene, buildings are close to one
another and close to roads. There is also a variety of road widths.
6.3.3 Choice of scene objects
The denition of geometric context in a scene is based on one or more scene
objects (e.g. tree, road, building, car) within that scene. Building and
road objects are proposed, with the following rationale. The general aim is
to emulate a human interpreter's success in discriminating scene types. A
visual analysis was thus carried out on the scene samples to test the human
eye in picking up predominant urban objects. In terms of geometry, the
urban objects that were predominant in dening context at a large scale
were buildings and roads.
These objects were manually digitized in each scene sample. Figure 6.8
shows the digitization of a medium density residential scene sample in the
suburb of Seawinds. The digitization essentially produces a set of building
and road polygons for each scene sample. These vector data are all that is
needed to dene the contextual model.
6.3.4 Choice of high-level features
An initial set of high-level features were formulated for further analysis based
on expert knowledge. A visual analysis was carried out on the scene sam-











Figure 6.8: Digitization of Seawinds sample scene.
Building (red) and road (dark blue) features are manually digitized in each
sample scene.
Knowledge of urban planning specications was also be used, e.g. dierent
and discrete road width requirements according to land-use. The chosen set
of features were extracted from the digitization of each scene sample through
use of Esri ArcMap (Esri, 2010).
6.3.5 Technical description of features
The proposed set of features, along with a technical description and rationale,
are listed in table 6.1.
6.3.6 Feature extraction methodology
The methodology for extracting these high-level features from the sample
scenes is as follows. For a feature such as building area, the areas of all
building polygons in a scene were measured (refer to gure 6.8 for an example
scene of building and road polygons to be measured). Both the mean and
the standard deviation of these area measurements were taken into account
for further analysis. The rationale for standard deviation is that, when
considering building area for instance, the variance of building areas may be
discriminatory for e.g. industrial vs residential scenes. For other features
such as building density, one measurement exists for each scene.
A total of 13 features then exists, as follows:










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2. Stdev building area
3. Mean building compactness
4. Stdev building compactness
5. Mean road-building distance
6. Stdev road-building distance
7. Mean road width
8. Stdev road width
9. Mean building-building distance
10. Stdev building-building distance
11. Building density
12. Mean road-building distance / mean road width
13. Mean building-building distance / mean building area
The complete set of high-level features were extracted from each sample
scene. Thus a high dimensional feature space exists. This can be represented
as an observation matrix X(i, j), where rows i correspond to observations
(scene samples), and columns j to features.
6.3.7 Multivariate statistical visualization
Similarities / dissimilarities now need to be assessed in the scene observa-
tions of the same land-use. In other words we need to establish whether
land-use classes can be separated in the high-level feature space. The fea-
tures that are signicant in separating classes also need to be established.
The Andrews plot and the glyph plot are multivariate (high-dimensional) vi-
sualization tools useful for for this purpose. These plots, available in the
Matlab statistical toolbox, were generated from the observation matrix X.
The Andrews plot (Andrews, 1972) represents each observation by a func-
tion f(t) of a continuous arbitrary variable t over the interval [0, 1]. f(t) is
dened for the ith observation in X as
f(t) = X(i, 1)/
√
2 +X(i, 2) sin(2πt) +X(i, 3) cos(2πt) + ... (6.2)
An example of an Andrews plot is shown below in gure 6.9. The plot is
based on 6 of the features listed in section 6.3.6 that were observed for the ve
land-use scenes listed in section 6.3.1. It is a plot of the function f(t). f(t) is











Figure 6.9: Example of an Andrews plot generated for 5 land-use classes and
6 features.
Plots of the same land-use follow a similar pathway. There is thus a degree
of separation of land-use classes based on the 6 features.
Figure 6.10: Example of a glyph plot generated for the same 5 land-use
classes and 6 features.
Stars of the same land-use class have similar shapes, which means that classes











same land-use tend to follow a similar pathway, especially for the informal
class in red. This tells us that there is a degree of discrimination among
classes based on the 6 features. Thus the Andrews plot reveals information
about the separation of classes.
The glyph plot represents each observation as a star, where the jth spoke
in a star is proportional in length to the jth feature of that observation.
Similarities in observation data can be established based on the shapes of
the stars. Figure 6.10 shows an example of a glyph plot, generated for the
same 5 land-use classes and 6 features. Each star corresponds to a single
scene sample. Each star has six spokes, which correspond to the 6 features.
The plot shows that stars of the same land-use class have similar shapes.
This tells us that a unique signature exists for each land-use class based on
the 6 features.
Thus like the Andrews plot, the glyph plot gives cues to the separation,
or discrimination of classes. The glyph plot also tells us which features are
signicant in separating classes. This is done by observing which spokes in
the star are prominent in characterizing classes. For instance the informal
class is strongly characterised by stars with a long spoke in the 7 o'clock
position (bottom left). This spoke would correspond to a particular feature,
and this feature would thus be important in characterizing informal scenes.
Further explanation and analysis of the Andrews and glyph plots are in the
results section of this thesis (section 7.3.2), where the full 13 features listed
in section 6.3.6 were analysed.
6.3.8 SVM feature selection
The 13 features described in section 6.3.6 are possibly redundant. It is de-
sirable to establish a minimum subset of features that optimally separates
land-use classes. This feature subset can be regarded as a 'scene descriptor',
and provides a more meaningful denition of context, meeting the objectives
of this dissertation. This feature space gives us a robust understanding of
what characterises context. The feature space can be regarded as a contex-
tual model within the image understanding framework. It can be considered
general parameter constraints to the ideal description of particular scene
types. Thus it can be utilized to constrain and improve bottom-up object
classication results (top-down analysis). For example, to improve object
classication results of a scene that was classied as 'industrial', the 'indus-
trial' feature space should be used as a constraint, to produce a high-quality
nal scene description.
To establish an optimum subset, a feature selection technique (section
2.6) is required. A more meaningful analysis would be to rank each feature
according to its signicance, and then select a subset based on this ranking.
To perform feature ranking, an SVM feature ranking estimate based on











using the LIBSVM (Chang and Lin, 2001) software package. The procedure
works by computing the dierence in RF accuracy measures after elimination
of features. The procedure was applied to the observation matrix X. A
technical overview of the procedure is as follows.
Given the observation matrix (training set) X(i, j), where rows i cor-
respond to observations (scene samples), and columns j to features, the
procedure works by allocating an importance index to each feature based on
an RF. An RF is a classication method (see section 3.5), but can also be
used to provide feature importance. The RF feature importance allocator
works as follows:
1. Split the training set into two parts.
2. Obtain an accuracy measure A by training the rst and using an RF
classier to predict the second.
3. For a feature j, delete its values in the second set and obtain another
accuracy measure B. The dierence between the two accuracy mea-
sures B −A gives an indication of the importance of feature j.
6.4 Development of an Automated Land-use Clas-
sication Routine
The concept of urban aerial image understanding is that higher quality ob-
ject classication results will be produced if the semantics of a scene are
recognised, i.e., a scene decomposes into land-use regions, which further de-
compose into urban objects (see Porway et al. (2008)). Instead of analyzing
each object in an entire scene (as with standard image classiers), groups of
objects are analyzed within sub-scenes of the entire scene. With the knowl-
edge of land-use type (context) for a sub-scene, top-down image understand-
ing methods can be employed to produce a high quality scene description for
that sub-scene. Each sub-scene will be treated dierently and independently
according to its land-use type.
A required stage in this system is automated land-use classication. Au-
tomated land-use classication refers to the production of a land-use classi-
cation map from a raw image of an urban scene without user intervention.
This requires an automated segmentation of land-use regions, and then a
scene-matching of those regions.
An automated segmentation of land-use regions is problematic, as there
are no well-dened generic land-use discriminatory features. Our proposed
approach is to segment 'block' regions in the original scene, by extracting
those regions that fall within a closed loop of the bottom-up road data. The
rationale for choosing block regions is not that each block region should con-











by road networks. Within one land-use region there could be many blocks.
The assumption with this approach is that an individual block falls within
a closed loop of roads. Thus the approach will have limited eectiveness for
scenes where this is not the case.
Thus the proposed scene hierarchy is a decomposition of a scene into
road blocks, and then road blocks into urban objects. The objects within
each block will be treated independently according to the land-use of that
block. This model can easily be extended to produce land-use classication
maps desirable for certain land-use applications, by merging blocks with the
same land-use.
Figure 6.11 depicts a theoretical overview of the proposed urban im-
age understanding system. The summation sign represents a combining /
fusion of knowledge. Starting with a raw image, low-level features (colour,
shape, texture) are extracted to produce an initial incomplete bottom-up ob-
ject classication. Block regions and high-level features are then extracted
from this bottom-up data. A land-use classication of block regions is then
produced from these data. For each block region, this land-use knowledge
(context) will be combined with the initial bottom-up features to produce a
nal complete scene description. This research focuses on producing a block
classication map (solid lines). The dashed lines indicate future research
intentions (the top-down phase).
Figure 6.12 oers a further conceptualization of the proposed automated
land-use classication approach. It is essentially a 4 stage procedure:
1. Bottom-up object classication is performed
2. Road classication results are considered
3. Block regions are obtained from the road data
4. Each block is classied to a land-use
In more detail, the automated land use classication approach works as
follows:
1. Segmentation and classication of building, road, vegetation and pave-
ment objects (vegetation and pavement included to provide a more re-
liable overall scene classication) in a large scale (consisting of several
dierent land-use types) scene based on low-level features. This is the
bottom-up phase.
2. Extract block regions from the road extraction results using a novel
technique.
3. Segment blocks in the original scene using these block region data.










wnFigure 6.11: Theoretical overview of our urban image understanding system.
The summation sign represents represents combining / fusion of knowledge.
'Bottom-up features' refer to the results of the initial object classication.
'High-level features' refers to spatial relation and contextual features based
on the bottom-up objects (e.g. road-building distance, building density).
'Block context' refers to urban blocks with known land-use. Initially, bottom-
up features are extracted from a raw image. Block regions are then obtained
from these bottom-up features. Block regions are classied to a land-use
based on high-level features. Future research intentions (dotted line) are to
use this land-use contextual knowledge together with the initial bottom-up
features to produce a nal high quality scene description.
Figure 6.12: Automated land-use classication concept.
The gure oers further conceptualization of our automated land-use clas-
sication routine. 1) Bottom-up object classication is performed on a raw
image, 2) the road classication results are considered for further analysis,
3) block regions are extracted from road classication results, 4) land-use
classication is performed on the block regions based on high-level features











4. Classify each block to one of the land-use types listed in section 6.3.1
based on high-level features extracted from the object classication
results in step 1.
6.4.1 Technical overview of bottom-up phase
In chapters 2 - 4 a review of bottom-up classication literature is presented,
with the intention of identifying the current state-of-the-art. It was con-
cluded that Support Vector Machine (SVM) recognition of image objects, as
proposed in (Tzotsos, 2008), is eective in urban object classication. This
is the technique proposed for the bottom-up phase. A technical overview will





Object segmentation was performed using a segmentation routine developed
by Baatz and Schape (2000) and currently implemented in Deniens' eCogni-
tion software (Benz et al., 2004). It works by locally minimizing the average
heterogeneity of image objects based on the colour of objects, the shape of
objects, and the smoothness of borders of objects. The heterogeneity thresh-
old is controlled by a user-dened scale value. An optimal scale value was
chosen by heuristic visual analysis of dierent scale values. The goal during
the visual analysis was to determine a scale value that causes the majority
of objects to be properly segmented. Since dierent urban objects require
dierent segmentation scale values, for a certain scale value some objects will
be over-segmented whereas some will be under-segmented (see section 4.3.3).
A scale value was chosen that causes an over-segmentation of objects, since
proper segmentation of objects can then be recovered by merging segments
after classication.
Object Classication
Classication of objects was performed as follows:
1. To train the classier, sample objects were hand-labeled in eCognition.
The samples were representative and spatially dispersed.
2. An initial, exhaustive set of colour, shape and textural (low-level) fea-











3. Feature selection (refer to section 2.6) was then performed using eCog-
nition's 'Feature Space Optimization' routine to reduce the dimension-
ality of the initial set of features. This routine works by choosing that
subset of features that results in the average maximum separation dis-
tance (Euclidean) between the sample classes selected in step 1. For
a maximum subset size smax, the routine uses an exhaustive search to
analyze all combinations from 1 to smax. It is thus computationally
expensive, but the advantage is that all combinations are taken into
account.
4. Unknown objects were then classied using an SVM algorithm pro-
posed in (Fan et al., 2005) and implemented in LIBSVM (Chang and
Lin, 2001). This was accomplished using the eCognition Software De-
velopment Kit (SDK). In more detail:
(a) Sample object feature values (training data) were exported from
eCognition.
(b) The SVM classier was trained using these sample data, using
the command svm-train in the LIBSVM package.
(c) The feature values of unknown objects were exported from eCog-
nition.
(d) These unknown objects were then classied using the command
svm-predict in the LIBSVM package. The classication results
were then imported back into eCognition for display purposes.
Step 4. can also be performed using eCognition's built-in fuzzy Nearest
Neighbour (NN) classication tool. This routine works in the same way
as the KNN discussed in section ??, except that a fuzzy set (see section
3.4), as opposed to a crisp set, is dened on the Euclidean distances between
unknown data points and the nearest training points. After experimentation
on a Cape Tow aerial image dataset it was observed by visual analysis that
this classier produces classication results of similar quality to the SVM
classier. The eCognition fuzzy NN classier was thus used in this research
since it is simpler to use (a standard tool in eCognition).
6.4.2 Technical overview of block extraction
With the initial bottom-up object classication results, blocks can now be
extracted from the road classication data. A 'block' is a region that falls
within a closed loop of roads. The bottom-up road data are incomplete due
to the limitations of automated classication, and thus it is not a trivial












A novel routine is proposed to extract block regions from incomplete
road data. It works by extracting those regions from the road data that
have a low 'road point' density. Road points are those points obtained from
road classication results (the conversion of road classication polygons into
points) (see gure 6.14 below). The assumption is that even with incomplete
road data, block regions will be sparsely populated with road points.
An example of an urban scene in the Landsdowne area will be used to
describe the routine. The scene is shown in gure 6.13. The input to the
block extraction algorithm is road points obtained from an initial bottom-up
road classication (see gure 6.14). The algorithm works as follows:
1. A Delaunay triangulation (Lattuada and Raper, 1996) is generated over
the road points (see gure 6.15). A Delaunay triangulation imposes
constraints that no point lies within the circum-circle of any generated
triangle. This results in a maximization of the minimum angle of all
triangles.
2. All 'short edges' in the triangulation are identied (gure 6.16). A
'short edge' is any edge of a triangle in the triangulation that has a
length below a certain threshold. An appropriate threshold has to be
chosen based on visual analysis of the results in gure 6.17.
3. All 'long edges' (edges with a length above the threshold value) are
considered for further analysis. In a connected component analysis,
connect triangles under the following criterion. Two triangles are con-
nected if they are:
(a) adjacent, and
(b) share a 'long edge'.
A set of regions then exists (the connected triangle components), which
will refer to as 'block regions' (gure 6.17). Each block region is made
up of a set of triangles. Thus each block region is essentially a set of
points (the triangle vertices).
4. To obtain nal block region estimates, generate a convex hull around
the points of each block region (gure 6.18). The convex hull of a set
of points P is the minimum convex set containing P (Brown, 1979).
The convex hulls are the nal block estimates.
The resulting block extraction consists of a set of polygons that estimate
road block regions (gure 6.19). These data are used to segment the original
scene again, i.e., to perform block segmentation. Figure 6.20 shows the
segmentation of the original Landsdowne scene using the obtained block
estimate data. This is a form of classication-based-segmentation (refer to
section 5.2.3), i.e., the scene is segmented a second time based on information











Figure 6.13: Example of an urban scene in the Landsdowne area.
This scene is shown as an example to describe the block extraction routine.
Figure 6.14: Road points.
'Road points' are those points obtained from bottom-up road classication
data. The points in this gure were obtained by performing object clas-
sication on the above Landsdowne scene, and then converting the road











Figure 6.15: Delaunay triangulation generated over road points
Figure 6.16: Short edges obtained from Delaunay triangulation.
The gure displays all 'short edges' in the triangulation. A 'short edge'
is any edge of a triangle in the triangulation that has a length below a
certain threshold. The large white spaces surrounded by these short edges
are assumed to be road block regions.These block regions are identied in











Figure 6.17: Block regions.
Block regions are those white space areas surround d by short edges (gure
6.16). The regions are identied by connecting those triangles that are ad-
jacent and share a common 'long edge'. A 'long edge' is any edge that was
not labeled as 'short edge'.
Figure 6.18: Convex hull generated over block regions.
Convex hulls (the red polygons outlining the block regions) are generated
over the points of each block region. A convex hull can be visualized as an
elastic band that has been stretched open to encompass a given set of points.











Figure 6.19: Resulting block extraction.
The nal result consists of a set of polygons that estimate block regions in
the input image.
6.4.3 Block classication
Once an image is segmented into block regions (gure 6.20), these block re-
gions are classied to a land-use type based on high-level features extracted
from the incomplete bottom-up object classication results. This is a form
of scene-matching within the image understanding framework (section 5.2).
The objective in this stage is simply to demonstrate that land-use scenes
can be discriminated based on high-level features, and not to test the per-
formance of a classication algorithm. Thus a complex machine learning
classier is not necessary.
High-level features similar to those in table 6.1 were formulated in eCog-
nition. The high-level features were formulated in eCognition to be measured
o a test image in a similar manner to that discussed in section 6.3.6. An
optimum subset of high-level features was established using eCognition's
Feature Space Optimization' tool with representative block samples. Blocks
were classied using a simple rule-set formulated in eCognition based on the
high-level feature subset.
A technical overview of the ruleset is as follows. For a block region b to
classify to a land-use type l, based on a high-level feature subset (f1,f2, ..., fn),
high-level feature values bf1, bf2, ..., bfn are measured o b. The rule-set has
the following form:
IF xf1 > bf1 > yf1 AND xf1> bf2 > yf2 .... AND xf1> bfn> yfn THEN
b = l











Figure 6.20: Block segmentation of Landsdowne scene.
The gure shows the nal block extraction results overlaid on the original
image. The blue lines indicate an estimate of block regions (not roads!).
The block extraction routine is designed to segment block regions in an in-
put scene (regions surrounded by a closed loop of roads), in order to obtain
a partitioning of land-use regions. In this particular segmentation of the
Landsdowne scene, land-use regions (industrial in the upper right and res-
idential in the lower left) have been separated by the segmentation, even












high-level feature space of sample blocks. Decision border values are deter-
mined for each land-use class by analysing various sample blocks of known
land-use (training blocks). A feature value range is determined for a given
high-level feature and a given class.
In simpler, non-mathematical language, this ruleset can be described in
the following way: for a certain block to classify, measure high-level feature
values o this block. If the values of each high-level feature fall between the
decision border values of a certain land-use class, classify the block to that
class.
6.5 Discussion
An approach to urban aerial image understanding has been presented, which
comprises of a methodology for constructing a contextual model, and an
automated land-use classication routine.
The urban contextual model proposed in section 6.3 is essentially a set
of optimum high-level features chosen from a list of initial features (table
6.1). This list is not necessarily an exhaustive set. There are potentially
many more features that might discriminate land-use scenes. The choice of
features was partially inuenced by time constraints and resources. However,
if this set is able to discriminate scenes in an experimental test dataset, it
would demonstrate the discriminatory power of features of this type. The
signicance of demonstrating the eectiveness of features of this type is that
they can: 1) be used to perform land-use classication and 2) be used in top-
down analysis. To elaborate on 2), if the feature set is shown to discriminate
scene types, these features can be regarded as a contribution to a unique
signature, or scene-descriptor, for each land-use type. They can thus be
used to dene the 'context' of a scene. The unique feature space for each
land-use scene can be used as a contextual model to improve bottom-up
object classication results.
The proposed land-use classication routine (section 6.4) assesses whether
features of this type can be used to discriminate land-use scenes in an auto-
mated manner. The dierence between this analysis and the former analysis
is that the features are extracted from incomplete bottom-up object classi-
cation results, as opposed to manual (near complete) digitization results.
Thus the potential of current bottom-up extractors can be tested in recog-
nizing context.
A limitation of the proposed automated land-use classication routine is
that it will only work upon success of the automated land-use segmentation.
The proposed land-use segmentation routine is limited by an important as-
sumption: land-use regions are separated by road blocks (closed loops of
roads). If this is not the case for a given input scene, inaccurate land-use











pivotal to the functioning of the rest of the system. Thus the biggest limi-
tation with this system is the initial road block assumption. More research
is required on the development of a robust land-use segmenter.
The block classier is simple rule-based classication routine based on
observed feature ranges in a small training dataset. The objective is to test
the eectiveness of high-level features (automatically extracted from incom-
plete bottom-up data) in discriminating land-use classes. If these features
are eective in causing reasonable accurate block classication results on ex-
perimental datasets, a more robust land-use classier should be considered
based on features of this type. A robust classier should make use of a well-
established machine learning algorithm, such as one of those presented in
chapter 3 of this thesis. Furthermore, the classier should be trained from a
large and representative training set.
To test the eectiveness of the methodologies proposed in this chapter,















In the previous chapter an urban land-use contextual model is described.
The contextual model is constructed by extracting high-level features from
manually labeled urban scenes. Statistical and machine learning tests are
used to assess whether land-use scenes can be discriminated based on the
high-level features, and to establish features that are signicant in discrimi-
nating objects in a scene.
An automated land-use classication routine is then described, where an
urban scene is segmented and classied into land-use zones. To perform the
urban contextual analysis and test the eectiveness of the land-use classi-
cation routine, experiments were conducted on a test dataset.
In this chapter, experimental results will be presented, along with quali-
tative and quantitative analyses. Initially, the test dataset will be described.
Results and analysis of contextual model tests will then be presented. Re-
sults obtained from applying the automated land-use classication routine
to the dataset will then be presented.
7.2 Test Data
The dataset used for experimentation is 2007 ortho-rectied RGB aerial im-
agery of the greater Cape Town region, South Africa. The ground sample
distance is 20cm. No image enhancement procedures were conducted on the












7.3 Contextual Model Results
7.3.1 Manual high-level feature extraction from sample scenes
To construct the contextual model, the following land-use scene samples
were extracted from spatially dispersed and representative regions in the
test dataset. The suburb name of each scene sample will be listed for com-
pleteness. See gures 6.3 - 6.7 in the previous chapter for an example scene
for each land-use.
• 5 x residential medium density samples: Newlands, Plumstead, Tokai,
Seapoint, and Gardens.
• 5 x residential high density samples: Crossroads, Tafelsig, Seawinds,
Bonteheuwel, and Mitchells Plain.
• 5 x informal settlement samples: Boys Town (near Cape Town Inter-
national Airport), Nyanga, Seawinds, Charlesville and Gugulethu.
• 5 x industrial samples, Paarden Eiland, Parow, Retreat, Wetton and
Hanover Park.
• 4 x commercial samples: Claremont, Victoria Street, Wynberg and
Bellville.
In every scene sample, building and road objects were digitized through
use of ESRI ArcMap's digitization tool (Esri, 2010). Figure 7.1 shows the
digitization of the Seawinds sample scene. The 13 features described in
section 6.3.6 were extracted from the building and road polygon database of
each scene sample. Table 7.1 shows an excerpt of the observation matrix.
7.3.2 Multivariate visualization results
The observation data were then visualized using the Andrews and glyph plots
discussed in section 6.3.7 to aid analysis. The results of the Andrews plot are
shown in gure 7.2. Each plot represents a sample scene. The results show
that there are consistencies in observations of the same land-use type, since
there are no major deviations in the pathway of plots of the same land-use.
There are major deviations, however, in the pathways of dierent land-use
plots, which means that there is a degree of separation of classes. The result
shows that land-use classes can be separated based solely on the high-level
feature set.
The results of the glyph plot are shown in gure 7.3. The y axis de-
notes land-use type and the x axis denotes the various sample scenes that
were observed. Thus each star in the plot corresponds to a single sample











Figure 7.1: Digitization of Seawinds dataset
Building (red) and road (dark blue) features are manually digitized in each
sample scene.
Table 7.1: Excerpt of sample scene observation matrix.
Just the residential scene samples and 3 high-level features are shown because
of space constraints.






Medium density 170.57 0.58 5.36
Medium density 159.43 0.60 5.14
Medium density 216.44 0.58 6.35
Medium density 168.49 0.61 6.93
Medium density 214.88 0.60 7.85
High density 71.62 0.76 5.06
High density 93.84 0.63 5.85
High density 122.55 0.68 5.29
High density 147.35 0.53 5.04










wnFigure 7.2: Andrews plot of high-level features observed from sample scenes.Plots of the same land-use follow similar pathways, which means that land-
use scenes can be discriminated based on high-level features.
Figure 7.3: Glyph plot of sample scenes.
Each star represents a scene sample. Consistencies can be observed in the
shapes of stars of the same land-use class, which means that a unique con-











gure we can see that scene samples of the same land-use exhibit a simi-
larly shaped star. Thus a unique signature exists for a particular scene type,
which conrms that the land-use scenes can be discriminated based solely
on the high-level feature set. This demonstrates the potential eectiveness
of features of this type in characterizing land-use context, and performing
automated land-use detection.
The glyph plot shows which combinations of features are signicant in
separating land-use classes. Each star is made up of 13 spokes, which corre-
spond to the 13 high-level features that were measured. On the right hand
side of the plot a map shows the positions of the features on a star. The
commercial plots for instance have a prominent fan at the 3 o'clock posi-
tion. This tells us that the stdev building compactness and mean road width
feature pair are prominent in characterizing commercial scenes. This same
feature pair is prominent in industrial scenes, but not prominent in all the
other scene types, which means that this feature pair can be used to separate
industrial / commercial from the rest.
Informal settlements are strongly characterised by mean building com-
pactness. The stdev building area feature is fairly consistent in characterizing
scene types. This feature (spoke at the 1 o'clock position) is prominent espe-
cially for the medium density residential, industrial and commercial classes,
but not prominent for the informal class. This is because informal buildings
(shacks) are normally consistent in size.
Thus the glyph plot gives an indication as to what signicantly charac-
terises a particular land use type. This is useful to identify or single out a
particular land use with respect to all the others, which can nd applica-
tion in land-use detection systems (e.g. informal settlement monitoring), or
hierarchical land-use classication strategies.
7.3.3 High-level feature subset results: A denition of urban
context
The SVM feature importance routine described in section 6.3.8 was then
applied to the entire observation matrix in order to gain a quantitative un-
derstanding of what features are important in characterizing context, and to
establish an optimum subset of features that causes greatest separation of
land-use classes. To recap, the procedure works by computing the dierence
in RF accuracy measures after elimination of the feature concerned. Table
7.2 lists the feature importance results.
From these results a reasonable feature subset could be the rst 6 fea-
tures. The nal feature subset is as follows:
< mean road width, stdev building area, mean building area, mean build-
ing compactness, stdev road width, stdev building-building distance >
The results are consistent with the glyph plot results (mean road width,











Table 7.2: SVM feature importance results
The table displays a unitless ranking of each high-level feature according to
its signicance in discriminating land-use scenes.
Feature Feature
importance
Mean road width 4.748325
Stdev building area 4.090549
Mean building area 3.701236
Mean building compactness 2.161963
Stdev road width 2.098690
Stdev building-building distance 2.056538
Stdev building compactness 1.875651
Building density 1.860017
Mean building-building distance 1.031692
Mean road-building distance / mean road width 0.936287
Mean building-building distance / mean
building area
0.797203
Stdev road-building distance 0.646435
Mean road-building distance 0.535549
Road width is the most highly ranked. This makes sense as there are
particular urban planning road width specications for dierent land use
zones. This should result in consistent road width values for scenes of the
same land use.
Mean building area is highly ranked probably because building type and
thus building size is more or less consistent according to land use. Informal
settlements buildings, for instance, are on average signicantly smaller than
buildings in most other zones. Residential buildings are normally slightly
larger because of the income bracket dierence. Industrial and commercial
buildings can be large due to their functionality.
Land use functionality may also be correlated with building compact-
ness, which causes its high ranking. Informal and high-density residential
buildings are generally compact because of their size, low cost method of
construction, and basic usage. Medium density residential buildings are less
compact due to their more complex construction, to accommodate aesthetics
and luxury.











area) is not highly ranked, which means that, contrary to common termi-
nology ('medium density residential'), building density is not a major dis-
criminating feature. This may be because high-density suburbs seem 'high
density' due to the grid iron arrangement and close proximity of buildings.
However, the average building size is also smaller so building density can be
similar.
The subset feature space can be regarded as a scene descriptor, or a con-
textual model within the image understanding framework (see section 5.2.1).
It can be considered general parameter constraints to the ideal description
of particular scene types. Thus the feature space can be utilized to constrain
and improve bottom-up object classication results (top-down analysis). For
example, to improve object classication results of a scene that was classied
as industrial, the industrial feature space would be used as a constraint to
produce a higher-quality nal scene description.
7.4 Automated Land-use Classication Results
The proposed automated land-use classication method described in section
6.4 was applied to 3 sample scenes from the same dataset described in sec-
tion 7.2 to test the eectiveness of the approach. The 3 scenes are of the
Landsdowne, N1 city and Eifendale suburbs. The Landsdowne scene con-
sists of an industrial area and a medium density residential area. The N1
city and Elndale scenes consist of a commercial area and a medium density
residential area. It was dicult to nd a scene with more than 3 land-use
areas, or scenes containing mixed informal / high density residential areas,
that were small enough to be processed in eCognition (version 7) software,
since this version of eCognition has a limitation on the size of an image that
can be processed..
7.4.1 Landsdowne dataset
The Lansdowne raw scene is shown below in gure 7.4 a). The scene consists
of an industrial and a residential region. The industrial region is in the upper
right, with characteristically larger buildings. It is apparent that the two
land-use regions can be separated by the road network. It would thus make
sense to segment the scene into road blocks in order to perform automated
land-use classication.
Initial bottom-up object segmentation and classication was performed
in eCognition as discussed in section 6.4.1. The scene was segmented using
the eCognition multiresolution routine with a scale of 40. Segments were then
classied using the eCognition fuzzy NN classier based on 7 colour, texture
and shape features obtained with eCognitions 'Feature Space Optimization'












Figure 7.4: Landsdowne dataset: a) input scene; b) object classication
results.
a) The scene consists of an industrial region in the upper right, and a res-
idential region elsewhere. The two regions can be separated by the road
network. b) Bottom-up object classication results: the scene is incomplete












Figure 7.5: Landsdowne dataset: a) block segmentation results; b) block
classication results.
a) Block segmentation results: block regions are more or less delineated. The
industrial and residential regions are clearly separated by the segmentation,
which is the desired result since we are interested in land-use classication.
b) Block classication results: almost all residential blocks have been cor-
rectly classied, and a few industrial blocks have been misclassied as resi-












Object classication results are shown in gure 7.4 b). The gure shows
that in general building and vegetation features are correctly extracted.
There are, however, various misclassications. Road segments have been
misclassied as buildings (small red segments in the middle of the blue road
areas). Building segments have been misclassied as road (blue segments
within the red segments). Also, a lot of vegetation segments have been mis-
classied as building, especially in between buildings. This causes the build-
ing objects to be merged, which could prove problematic for certain building
spatial relationship analyses. Thus the scene description is incomplete.
It is this limited competence of current automated object classiers that
has motivated the research in this thesis. If context (land-use type) can be
recognised based on this incomplete data, top-down methods can be em-
ployed to improve the results, using a contextual model such as that de-
scribed in this thesis (section 7.3.3), in order to produce a complete scene
description.
The block extraction algorithm proposed in section 6.4.2 was used to
extract block regions from the road point data. The original test scene was
segmented again in eCognition based on these block regions. Figure 7.5 a)
shows the block segmentation results. The block extraction consists of a
set of oval-like polygons, that estimate block regions. Large gaps exist in
between polygons. The gaps are caused by the block extraction algorithm's
estimate of road regions. By visual analysis block regions are more or less
delineated. Higher block segmentation quality exists in the residential area,
where higher road classication results exist (gure 7.4 b)). This shows
that the block extraction algorithm is only eective with high quality road
classication input data. What is important (since we're interested in land-
use classication) is that the industrial and residential regions are clearly
separated by the segmentation. This demonstrates the eectiveness of the
proposed algorithm in performing land-use segmentation.
7.4.2 N1 city dataset
The N1 city raw scene is shown in gure 7.6 a). The scene consists of
a commercial area at the top and a medium density residential area at the
bottom. A wide, main road separates the two land-use regions. What stands
out is that the commercial area has much larger buildings, and a wide range
of building sizes. The buildings are also much further apart from one another
and the roads are wider.
The same object segmentation and classication methodology as de-
scribed in section 7.4.1 was applied to the dataset. Results are shown in
gure 7.6 b). As with the Landsdowne dataset, the scene description is in-
complete due to misclassied segments, especially commercial building seg-
ments classied as road, and road segments classied as building.











Figure 7.6: N1 city dataset: a) input scene; b) object classication results.
a) The scene consists of a commercial area and a medium density residential
area, separated by a road network. b) Object classication results: the scene
is incomplete as there are misclassied segments.
that a large segment exists that contains many residential blocks. The com-
mercial blocks have been more or less segmented. Some segments contain 2
or 3 blocks. This is not a concern since the main goal is for the segmentation
to separate the two land-use regions. The correct separation is probably
caused by the wide main road that marks the border between the two re-
gions. Considering gure 7.6 b) the road classication data are prominent at
this main road, but less prominent at the residential roads that form residen-
tial blocks. This suggests that the algorithm may be eective in separating












Figure 7.7: N1 city dataset: a) block segmentation results; b) block classi-
cation results.
a) Block segmentation results. A large segment exists at the residential
region that contains many blocks. This is not an issue since the main goal is
to separate land-use regions. b) Block classication results: the unclassied
areas are due to the incomplete block segmentation. A small residential
segment has been misclassied as commercial. Small misclassications such












Figure 7.8: Elndale dataset: a) input scene; b) object classication results.
a) The scene consists of a commercial area and a medium density residential
area, separated by a road network. b) Object classication results: the scene
is incomplete as there are misclassied segments.
7.4.3 Elndale dataset
The Eindale scene is shown in gure 7.8 a). The scene consists of a com-
mercial area and a residential area, separated by a road network. Object
segmentation and classication of building, road, vegetation and pavement
(included for a more reliable overall scene classication) objects was per-
formed.
Object classication results are shown in gure 7.8 b). The results show
that pavement objects could be useful for identifying commercial scenes, but
only building and road objects were analyzed to stay consistent with the rest
of the thesis.
Block segmentation results are shown in gure 7.9 a). Blocks are more or
less delineated and the land-use regions have been separated. A large area to
the upper right has not been segmented due to the poor road classication












Figure 7.9: Elndale dataset: a) block segmentation results; b) block classi-
cation results.
a) Block segmentation results: land-use regions have been separated. A
large area to the upper right has not been segmented, which may be due to
inadequate road classication results in that region. b) Block classication












The block segments now need to be classied to a land-use type based on
high-level features extracted from the incomplete bottom-up object classi-
cation results.
Since the concern is to operate only on the block polygon regions, the
rst step was to formulate a ruleset in eCognition to automatically eliminate
the gaps in between the block regions. This ruleset classies each segment
as a 'block' if its compactness is above a certain threshold. See Appendix B
for the full land-use classication ruleset. The following high-level features
were then formulated in eCognition:
1. mean building area
2. stdev building area
3. mean building compactness
4. stdev building compactness
5. mean building-road distance
6. stdev building-road distance
7. mean building-building distance
8. stdev building building distance
9. building density
These features have the same denition as that in table 6.1 in the previous
chapter. They were formulated for each block segment, i.e., to compute e.g.
the mean building area feature for a given block, the average building area
within that block region is computed. The high-level features were mea-
sured o representative block samples in all three datasets. Based on these
measurements, eCognition's 'Feature Space Optimization' tool was used to
compute a subset of features that causes maximum land use class separation.
The feature subset results are as follows.
<Mean building area, Stdev building area, Stdev road-building distance,
Stdev building compactness, Stdev building-building distance>
These results are fairly similar to the feature importance results in table
7.2 (which were generated from manual object extraction), with the excep-
tion of stdev road-building distance. This could be because mis-classication
of building objects often occur adjacent to roads, resulting in inconsistent
road-building distances. Nevertheless, the feature subset similarities are a
promising nding, as it means that current state-of-the-art automated urban












The block classication rule-set discussed in 6.4.3 was then formulated
based on the above four features and sample blocks in the three datasets. A
commercial-residential classier was formulated and applied to the N1 city
and Elndale datasets. An industrial-residential classier was formulated
for the Landsdowne dataset. See Appendix B for the full automated land-
use classication ruleset. Results for the Landsdowne, N1 city and Elndale
datasets are shown in gures 7.5 b), 7.7 b) and 7.9 b), respectively.
Accuracy assessment
The block classication results for the three datasets show that there are
large gaps where no classication exists. This is due to the incomplete block
segmentation results. This is considered a limitation to a full aerial image
understanding system, since when attempting to improve bottom-up object
classication results, the objects within these unclassied regions will not be
treated upon and improved. Nevertheless, a large portion of the imagery has
been classied.
A potential solution to ll the gaps would be to merge block segments of
the same land-use, and then classify those unclassied regions to the land-
use of the adjacent segment with the largest percentage shared border. This
would result in a nal land-use classication m p useful for top-down analysis
or other land-use applications.
From a visual inspection of the land-use classication results, in the
Landsdowne dataset (gure 7.5 b)) a few industrial segments have been mis-
classied as residential in the upper right. This is probably because these
industrial blocks have similar features to the residential blocks. This is to be
expected since within an industrial area certain sub-regions can be expected
to be non-industrial like.
In the N1 city dataset (gure 7.7 b)) a few commercial segments have
been misclassied as residential in the upper region, and a small residen-
tial segment has been misclassied as commercial in the lower left region.
This particular segment is too small to be considered a block. Using the
above-mentioned proposed block-merging approach, spurious segments such
as these should be merged with their larger surrounding segments.
In the Elndale dataset (gure 7.9 b)), a large area to the upper right
has not been classied, due to the poor quality block segmentation in that
area. This is due to the poor road classication quality in that region (gure
7.8 b). The available block regions have all been correctly classied.
Tables 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 show the error matrices of block classication
results for the Landsdowne, N1 city and Elndale datasets respectively. In
an error matrix Ei,j , the entry at the ith row and jth column is the number
of blocks from the jth class that have been classied as the ith class. The
user accuracy is dened as eii/ei,sum, where e is an entry in the matrix,











Table 7.3: Error matrix for Landsdowne dataset block classication results.
Class industrial residential sum
industrial 22 1 23
residential 17 62 79
sum 39 63 102
producer accuracy 0.56 0.98 Overall Kappa
user accuracy 0.96 0.78 0.82 0.81
Table 7.4: Error matrix for N1 city dataset block classication results.
Class commercial residential sum
commercial 13 1 14
residential 13 29 42
sum 26 30 56
producer accuracy 0.50 0.97 Overall Kappa
user accuracy 0.93 0.69 0.75 0.73
Table 7.5: Error matrix for Elndale dataset block classication results.
Class commercial residential sum
commercial 14 0 14
residential 0 25 25
sum 14 25 39
producer accuracy 1.00 1.00 Overall Kappa











eii/esum,i, where esum,i is the sum of column entries. The overall accuracy
Q is the percentage of blocks correctly classied, dened as Q =
∑
i eii/N ,
where N is the total number of objects. The Kappa Coecient (K ) is a
statistical measure of the agreement between the classication map and the







An overall block classication accuracy of 82%, 75% and 100%, and a
Kappa coecient of 0.81, 0.73, and 1.00 for the Landsdowne, N1 city and
Elndale datasets respectively, was achieved.
7.4.5 Discussion
The proposed routine was able to produce block classication accuracies of
over 75% for the selected experimental test datasets. This demonstrates the
potential to automatically detect land-use regions in an urban scene based
solely on geometric measurements of incomplete building and road objects
(high-level features).
Within the framework of an aerial image understanding system (section
5.2), the result shows that scene-matching, and thus a recognition of urban
context, can be performed based on incomplete bottom-up data. This is a
promising step toward improving the initial bottom-up results to produce a
higher quality nal scene description. This bottom-up improvement would
be based on external expert knowledge in the form of a contextual model
such as that proposed in this thesis (section 7.3). For instance, for those
blocks that were classied as industrial in the Landsdowne dataset, the in-
dustrial feature space or 'scene descriptor' (section 7.3.3) would be employed
to constrain and improve the bottom-up results within those block regions.
Recapping the concept of image understanding, the idea is that a high-quality
scene description should be produced albeit with low-quality bottom-up re-
sults. The bottom-up results need only be of high enough quality to enable
reliable scene-matching, as was demonstrated by the automated land-use
classication routine.
Block classication results of over 75% demonstrate the eectiveness of
the four high-level features discussed in section 7.4.4 in discriminating land-
use scenes. Classication was based on the simple rule-based classication
routine presented in section 6.4.3. Note that the decision border values used
by the classier were determined based on sample blocks within the same
datasets. A more robust and unbiased classier should be trained by sam-
ple representative blocks in independent datasets. Due to time constraints
and availability of data this could not be done, which is a limiting factor to
the experimental routine. Nevertheless the results show that land-use scenes
can be detected based on a small set of high-level features that have been
automatically extracted from incomplete object classication results. The











tiveness of the classication algorithm, but rather to test the discriminatory
power of features of this type. A statistical or machine learning classier
such as those presented in chapters 2 and 3 should be considered for a more
robust classication system.
As discussed in section 6.5, it must be noted that a limitation of this
land-use classication routine is that it will only work if correct land-use
segmentation is generated. The proposed automated land-use segmentation
routine is based on the novel block extractor presented in section 6.4.2. The
block extractor is limited by the assumption that land-use regions are sep-
arated by road blocks. The 3 test datasets used to test the routine all hold
to this assumption. The land-use areas in these scenes can all be separated
clearly by a road network, as can be seen in gures 7.4 a), 7.6 a) and 7.8 a).
For input scenes where this is not the case, the entire system might be inef-
fective, since it pivots upon this initial assumption. Nevertheless, for scenes
that do hold to this assumption, the experimental results have demonstrated
the potential of the block extraction routine in providing a useable land-use
segmentation (gures 7.5 a), 7.7 a) and 7.9 a)).
The results show that the block extraction algorithm will only work with
road classication results of high enough quality. Considering the Lands-
downe dataset, the road classication results in the residential region (bot-
tom left of gure 7.4 b)) were proved to be of high enough quality to produce
accurate block segmentation in that region (bottom left of gure 7.5 a)). It is
evident in gure 7.4 b) that the road data are especially prominent in delin-
eating residential blocks and less pr minent in delineating industrial blocks.
Thus the block segmentation results of the industrial region (top right of
gure 7.5 a)) are incomplete, i.e., blocks are not clearly delineated.
Considering the N1 city residential road classication results in gure 7.6
b), the road classication data does not clearly delineate residential blocks
(there is a lack of light blue road data in the residential area). Thus these
residential blocks did not get segmented at all (gure 7.7 a)). The same can
be said for the poor residential block segmentation results in the Elndale
dataset (gure 7.8 b)), especially in the upper right region. The road classi-
cation quality in this area (upper right of gure 7.8 b)) is poor, i.e., there
is a lack of prominent light blue that delineates blocks.
In conclusion from the above analysis, the block extraction algorithm will
only work with road classication results that are prominent in delineating
and surrounding block regions.
Furthermore, consider the block classication errors in the Landsdowne
and N1 city datasets, in gures 7.5 b) and 7.7 b) respectively. In the Lands-
downe dataset, small industrial segments have been misclassied as residen-
tial. In the N1 city dataset, commercial segments have been misclassied as
residential, and a small residential segment has been misclassied as commer-
cial. It is important to note that almost all of these misclassied segments are











indicate that classication accuracy is highly correlated with segmentation
quality. In other words an accurate block segmentation is required for accu-
rate overall land-use classication.
Thus the overall success of the system is highly dependent on the suc-
cess of the initial land-use segmentation, which in turn is dependent on the
quality of road classication results and the nature of the scene. This error
propagation eect is considered a limitation to the system. Improvement is
required in the area of land-use segmentation. Features other than geometric
high-level features might be required for a more robust system. Contextual
colour / texture scene features, as well as external ancillary data, might pro-














The objective of this dissertation is to characterise urban land-use context
for the purpose of automated zoning from aerial imagery (refer to section
1.4). Automated zoning is useful for various land-use applications as well
as top-down image understanding strategies. An automated zoning routine
was proposed, that works by segmenting and classifying land-use regions
based on bottom-up object classication data. Land-use regions are dis-
criminated based on high-level features (e.g. average road-building distance,
average building size) of the bottom-up objects. The routine was tested on
experimental aerial image test datasets of the Cape Town region. Land-use
classications accuracies of over 75% were generated. This demonstrates the
potential to perform land-use classication in an entirely automated fashion,
based solely on geometric measurements of incomplete object classication
data.
The motivation behind developing an automated zoning routine was to
contribute to a full urban aerial image understanding system. The purpose
of an aerial image understanding system is to improve object extraction in
aerial images by exploiting context, in an attempt to emulate the human
visual system.
A review of works that deal with image understanding was thus con-
ducted. From the literature review a general framework for aerial image
understanding was established. The concept of this framework is that a
complete and idealized description of a scene is constructed, even if it is
only partially depicted by image features. Thus unlike standard automated
image interpretors that rely solely on sensation (absolute sensory measure-
ments such as colour and texture), image understanding relies on sensation
as well as perception, which is the way the human visual system operates.
The term 'contextual model' has been used to describe the formulation











training images, and can be regarded as a scene template or scene descriptor.
Dierent scene types require a dierent contextual model. In the case of
urban scenes, scene descriptions can be categorised according to land-use.
The context of dierent land-use types thus need to be characterised.
A given urban scene may be made up of several dierent land-uses. A
scene-matching methodology is thus required, where an appropriate contex-
tual model is chosen based on initial bottom-up object extraction results. In
a top-down analysis, the appropriate contextual model is used to improve
bottom-up results.
In the literature a gap was identied in the area of dening a contextual
model for dierent urban land-use types. In phase 1 of this research the ques-
tion was thus asked what is urban land-use context?. An urban contextual
model was proposed, that consists of a set of high-level features (spatial re-
lations and other contextual features). A set of 13 features were extracted
from manually labelled sample scenes of dierent land-use types from a high
resolution RGB aerial image dataset of the greater Cape Town region. Re-
sults of multivariate statistical visualization showed that a discrimination of
land-use classes exists based on these features. This demonstrates the poten-
tial eectiveness of features of this type in characterizing land-use context,
and performing automated land-use detection.
To answer the question of what is context, and gain a more robust de-
nition of a contextual model, each of the 13 high-level features were ranked
according to their signicance in discriminating land-use types. This was
accomplished with a Support Vector Machine (SVM) feature importance al-
locator. The results show that shape features such as average road-width and
average building area /compactness are predominant in dening context.
In phase 2 of this research an automated land-use classication routine
was developed, where automated segmentation and land-use classication
of road block regions is carried out. Land-use classication is performed
based on similar high-level features to those dened in phase l of the re-
search. These features are automatically extracted from bottom-up object
classication results. The idea is to assess whether scene-matching can be
peformed based on the same contextual model proposed phase 1, but applied
to automated feature extraction as opposed to manual feature extraction.
The land-use classication routine was tested on 3 urban scene datasets
from the same RGB aerial imagery used in phase 1, to assess its eectiveness.
Each scene is comprised of dierent land-use regions. Bottom-up object
classication was performed with what is considered currently state-of-the-
art; eCognition segmentation and classication based on colour, shape, and
texture features. Results show a few mis-classications of object segments,
which means the scene description is incomplete.
Block regions were then extracted from the incomplete bottom-up road
data. The proposed block extraction algorithm is a novel contribution. The











estimates. Block segmentation results show a clear separation of land-use
regions. This demonstrates the eectiveness of the proposed block extraction
technique.
High-level features were then dened for each block region based on the
bottom-up data. eCognition's feature selection tool was used to establish
a subset of high-level features that causes maximum land-use class separa-
tion. The resulting subset is similar to that produced in phase 1, which
was generated from manual image interpretation. This suggests that cur-
rent state-of-the-art automated urban object classiers can produce results
of high-enough quality to perform true semantic analysis.
Blocks were classied to a land-use class based on the feature subset
calculated in eCognition, yielding block classication accuracies of over 75%
for the three datasets. This result shows that a recognition of context can
be achieved from incomplete bottom-up results. This is an encouraging
result within the framework of aerial image understanding. These bottom-
up results can then be potentially improved based on external knowledge in
the form of a contextual model such as the one proposed in phase 1.
The proposed automated zoning system has the following limitation. The
system will only work if correct land-use segmentation is generated. Our
proposed automated land-use segmentation routine is based on a block ex-
traction algorithm, which is limited by the assumption that land-use regions
are separated by road blocks. If this is not the case for a given input scene,
inaccurate land-use segmentation results may be generated. Furthermore,
the experimental results showed that accurate land-use classication accu-
racy is dependent on an accurate block segmentation. This is because almost
all block mis-classications occurred at inaccurate block segmentation loca-
tions. Experimental results also showed that the block extraction algorithm
can only work well with accurate road classication data. Thus there is an
inherent error propagation eect in the system, which may be a limitation.
Improvement is required on the land-use segmentation algorithm.
8.2 Future Work
Scope for future research is considered in the following areas:
• In order to develop a more robust automated zoning routine, improve-
ment is required in the area of land-use segmentation. Features other
than geometric high-level features need to be tested for their eec-
tiveness in segmenting land-use regions. A combination of geometric
features, colour / textural scene features and external anxillary data
might provide useful information for a more robust land-use segmen-
tation and classication system.











perimental set. There are potentially many more features that could
be powerful in discriminating urban scene types. Other signicant fea-
tures could include street pattern (grid iron vs organic) features, as used
in (Busgeeth et al., 2008), complex combinations of various spatial re-
lation features, and features that take into account the semantics of a
scene (e.g. land-use region decomposing into building clusters, which
decompose into individual buildings). Furthermore, colour and tex-
ture features can be used, such the tarred / gravel road feature used
in (Busgeeth et al., 2008). Objects other than buildings and roads
could be considered, e.g. vegetation, cars. Vegetation density features
might be useful in isolating residential scenes. The presence of a high
density car object region indicates a commercial parking lot, which
could accurately isolate commercial scenes. Various other urban plan-
ning land-use design specications could be useful in discriminating
scenes. The problem is essentially a reverse engineering of an urban
planning problem, or procedural generation of urban scene models, in
the computer science domain.
• Experimentation with more datasets is desirable to improve the au-
tomated zoning routine. Due to limitations of eCognition processing
power, datasets of only a limited size could be experimented with in
this study. Larger datasets consisting of more than two land-use re-
gions are desirable to build a generalized contextual model and scene-
matching methodology based on automated feature extraction results.
A robust land-use classier should be based on a machine learning
algorithm such as those presented in chapter 3 of this thesis. The clas-
sier needs to be trained from representitive land-use areas in training
images. Datasets from cities in other parts of the world are attractive
to achieve genericity. The same applies for constructing the contextual
model from manually labeled samples. The more samples used from
dierent and diverse cities / suburbs, the more robust the resulting
contextual model will be.
• The most pertinent future work lies in the area of top-down analy-
sis. Considering our block classication scheme, once a scene has been
segmented and classied into land-use blocks, the bottom-up object
extraction results within a block need to be improved based on the
land-use of that block. This improvement will be induced by con-
straints of a contextual model such as the one proposed in this thesis.
Our proposed contextual model is in the form of a high-level feature
space (section 7.3.3). For example, to improve object classication re-
sults of a scene that was classied as industrial, the industrial feature
space would be used as a constraint to produce a higher-quality nal











manually labeled (human interpreted) samples scenes in order to ob-
tain a nal scene description as close to human perception as possible.
High-level features of bottom-up objects should be tested in this fea-
ture space. An analysis similar to that in (Matsuyama and Hwang,
1990) is proposed. If there are bottom-up spurious objects that cause
inconsistencies in the model test, these objects are deleted. If objects
are required in order to generate consistencies, they are instantiated.
The goal is to obtain a nal scene description that is consistent as pos-
sible with the contextual model. The Markov Random Field, as used
in (Porway et al., 2008; Hernandez-Gracidas and Sucar, 2007), might
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Appendix A. Feature selection results for bottom-up object
classication
The following shows the results of the optimum subset of features used to
classify objects during the bottom-up phase of the automated land-use clas-
sication routine. The graph shows 'Separation Distance' vs 'Dimension'.
Separation Distance refers to the best distance obtained between class clus-
ters for a particular subset of features. The larger the Separation Distance,












Appendix B. eCognition ruleset used to perform automated
land-use classication
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